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Dolls & Teddy Bears 

1. Palitoy Pippa vintage doll, Excellent, trousers a little faded, Good. 

 £30 - £40 

2. Palitoy Pippa pair of vintage dolls: (1) feet are discoloured, trousers a little faded, Good to Good Plus; (2) left arm loose, 
small splits to joints, Good; (2). 

 £50 - £60 

3. Palitoy Pippa Britt vintage doll, Excellent, clothing is Good to Good Plus. 

 £30 - £40 

4. Palitoy Pippa Marie vintage doll, Excellent, clothing is Good to Good Plus. 

 £30 - £40 

5. Palitoy Pippa Marie vintage doll, Excellent, clothing is faded - Good. 

 £30 - £40 

6. Palitoy Pippa Tammie vintage doll, Excellent, clothing is Good to Good Plus. 

 £30 - £40 

7. Palitoy Pippa Emma/Rosemary vintage doll, Excellent, Good clothing. 

 £30 - £40 

8. Palitoy Pippa vintage doll, impressed 42 A11A, turquoise eye shadow, Excellent, Good clothing. 

 £30 - £40 
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9. Palitoy Pippa collection of clothing and accessories, Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

10. Pedigree Sindy and other vintage doll clothing and accessories, Fair to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

11. Pedigree Sindy vintage doll, strawberry blonde with centre parting, Good. 

 £40 - £60 

12. Collection of vintage dolls: (1) Pedigree Sindy; (2) Pedigree Sindy (head only); (3) Mattel Barbie; Palitoy Teeny Weeny Tiny 
Tears; Good; (4). 

 £40 - £60 

13. April Bears Humdinger cat, artist designed by April Dobson, LE 1/1 extra long pile black and white mohair cat, weighted tail, 
lidded eyes and varnished nose, swing tag, Excellent, 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £40 

14. Pair of artist designed miniature teddy bears: (1) Changle Bears (South Africa) Stilton mouse, artist designed by Janet 
Changfoot, LE, beige sparse mohair, 6"/15cm; (2) Hoblins Freda teddy bear, artist designed by Linda Willetts, blonde sparse 
mohair, wearing beige hand knitted cardigan and matching cap, 5.5"/14cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

15. Pair of gollies and a miniature teddy bear: (1) The Bears of Haworth Cottage (Australia) artist designed golly, by Lexie 
Hawarth, 7"; (2) Robertson's ballerina beanie golly, 11"/28cm; (3) Boyd's The Archive Collection Tops miniature beige plush 
teddy bear, with swing labels, 4"/19cm; Good to Excellent; (3). 

 £20 - £30 

16. Artist designed teddy bears group of three miniatures: (1) Kajo-Baren Moritz teddy bear, designed by Karin 
Doleschal-Linsbauer, beige mohair, swing label certificate, 6"/15cm; (2) Kajo-Baren Timothy teddy bear, designed by Karin 
Doleschal-Linsbauer, blonde mohair, swing label certificate, 7"/18cm; (3) Stofftlergarten Bertram Korber artist designed teddy 
bear, cream mohair, 8"/20cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

17. Hermann Teddy Original three miniature mohair teddy bears: (1) Helene, artist designed by Janet Wilson, LE 500, blonde 
mohair, with swing label certificate, 5"/13cm; (2) Lotte, artist designed by Katrin Muller, LE 2000, beige mohair, with swing label 
certificate, 6"/15cm; (3) 2012 teddy bear, pale grey mohair with darker grey backing, 5"/13cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

18. Bo Bear Designs Foggy teddy bear, artist designed by Stacey Lee Terry, LE 7/40, blue mohair, black glass eyes, suede 
pads, swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 10"/25cm. 

 £30 - £40 

19. Steiff Classic teddy bear, yellow tag 005169, dark pink mohair, with chest tag and swing labels, Near Mint, 16"/40cm 

 £30 - £40 
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20. Schuco vintage miniature rabbit, German, blonde mohair, black metal bead eyes, red nose and mouth stitching, felt inner 
ears, fully jointed, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 2.5"/6.5cm. 

 £30 - £40 

21. Chad Valley Sooty vintage teddy bear, British, 1950s, label to chest, golden and black mohair, amber and black glass eyes, 
black horizontally stitched nose, jointed limbs, Rexine pads, mohair worn / balding overall, Rexine pads surface has worn away 
and some small holes, inoperative press squeaker, Fair Plus to Good, 8.5"/22cm. 

 £25 - £35 

22. Chiltern Hugmee cinnamon mohair vintage teddy bear, British, 1930s, clear glass eyes, with black pupils and remains of 
brown painted backs, black vertically stitched nose and mouth, cloth pads, black claw stitching, mohair thinning and balding in 
places, Good to Good Plus, 15"/38cm. 

 £70 - £90 

23. Pair of vintage teddy bears: (1) possibly Verna Toys (Australia), golden mohair teddy bear, amber and black replacement 
eyes, black felt nose, fully jointed, original ribbon to neck, replacement / restored Rexine pads, inoperative tilt growler, mohair 
worn / balding overall, Fair Plus to Good, 16"/41cm; (2) White wool plush and mohair teddy bear, possibly Austrian, 1950s, 
amber and black glass eyes, horizontally stitched black nose, fully jointed, muzzle, inner ears and pads are mohair, partially 
operative tilt growler, Good to Good Plus, 11"/29cm; (2) 

 £50 - £60 

24. Collection of vintage dolls, teddy bear and novelties, etc: (1) Pedigree black hard plastic doll, British, 1950s, amber flirty 
eyes, astrakhan hair, 19"/48cm; (2) Norah Wellings South Sea Islander doll, label to sole of left foot, velveteen cloth, side 
glancing inset brown glass eyes, black mohair wig, jointed neck, 12"/30cm; (3) Celluloid doll (Japan), 10.5"/ 27cm; (4) Alpha 
Farnell brown plush teddy bear (faded), label to front centre seam, amber and black plastic eyes, fully jointed, red leatherette 
pads, 10"/25cm; (5) Punch composition glove puppet; (6) Hard plastic clown on a unicycle; (7) Eastern European artificial silk 
plush teddy bear; (8) Wooden novelty cork - man playing concertina, operated by sting pull; (9) Victoria (Sweden) Donald Duck 
soap on a rope, boxed; (10) Modern issue porcelain clown on a pink metal tricycle; (11) Composition fairy doll, arms detached 
but present, composition flaking badly; Poor to Good; (11). 

 £50 - £70 

25. Tonni Bears (Netherlands) Max, artist designed teddy bear by Marjan Jorritsma (now Balke), OOAK, blonde mohair, black 
boot button eyes, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, felt pads, black claw stitching, wearing light brown and black check 
brushed cotton dungarees, swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £50 - £70 

26. Robin der Bar Wollbur, artist designed teddy bear by Marie Robischon (Germany), 2015, OOAK, with swing label 
certificate, light brown worsted woollen cloth, black shoe button eyes, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, beige woollen 
cloth pads, black claw stitching, wearing hand-knitted waistcoat, cotton velvet trousers with braces, cotton shirt with sailor collar, 
Near Mint, 18"/46cm. 

 £300 - £400 

27. Memory Lane Bears Liz, artist designed teddy bear by Sue Lain, OOAK, 2001, black sparse thread mohair, black glass 
eyes, brown horizontally stitched nose, fully jointed, felt pads, brown claw stitching, wearing broderie anglaise dress, made to 
look similar to an antique bear, with swing label certificate, Near Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £60 - £80 

28. Beatrix Bears Junior teddy bear, artist designed by Beatrix Harries, OOAK, white mohair / alpaca with grey backing, black 
glass eyes (hooded with felt black vertically stitched nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, needle felted shaped pads, polymer 
clay claws, with swing label certificate, Near Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £60 - £80 
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29. Hendrik, artist designed large teddy bear by Jane Humme, OOAK, light brown mohair, black plastic eyes, brown vertically 
stitched nose, brown claw stitching, wearing leather collar, tilt growler, with a bell taken from a Friesian horse harness, swing 
label certificate, Near Mint, 31"/79cm. 

 £100 - £200 

30. Hasbro My Little Pony, collection of twenty-eight, Fair to Good; (28). 

 £30 - £40 

31. TY Beanie Babies and others x eighty plus, mostly with tags, Good to Near Mint; (80+). The net proceeds from this lot will 
benefit The Teddy Trust (Never underestimate the healing power of Teddy!). www.teddytrust.org.uk Charitable Trust 
No:1164044 

 £10 - £30 

32. TY Beanie Babies and others x eighty plus, mostly with tags, Good to Near Mint; (80+). The net proceeds from this lot will 
benefit The Teddy Trust (Never underestimate the healing power of Teddy!). www.teddytrust.org.uk Charitable Trust 
No:1164044 

 £10 - £30 

33. TY Beanie Babies and others x eighty plus, mostly with tags, Good to Near Mint; (80+). The net proceeds from this lot will 
benefit The Teddy Trust (Never underestimate the healing power of Teddy!). www.teddytrust.org.uk Charitable Trust 
No:1164044 

 £10 - £30 

34. TY Beanie Babies, Buddies and Yakov's Toy Shop Meerkats, other plush toys, etc, mostly with tags, Good to Near Mint; 
(large quantity). The net proceeds from this lot will benefit The Teddy Trust (Never underestimate the healing power of Teddy!). 
www.teddytrust.org.uk Charitable Trust No:1164044 

 £20 - £40 

35. Collection of plush toys, including Jellycat Colin Chameleon, boxed; Heartfelt Collectibles; Klas Bears (Australia); Past 
Times; Classic Aurora; Russ William and Desmond teddy bears; Build a Bear Workshop; Me to You; Hugs; etc; Fair to Near 
Mint; (qty). The net proceeds from this lot will benefit The Teddy Trust (Never underestimate the healing power of Teddy!). 
www.teddytrust.org.uk Charitable Trust No:1164044 

 £10 - £30 

36. Pair of artist designed teddy bears: (1) Four Winds Bears Missie teddy bear, artist designed by Lesley McBain, LE 1/3, pink 
mohair, brown and black glass eyes, swing label certificate, 14"/36cm; (2) Melanie's Little Bear Co Sadie, artist designed by 
Melanie Oldnall, OOAK, blonde mohair, swing label certificate, 8.5"/22cm; Good to Good Plus; (2). The net proceeds from this 
lot will benefit The Teddy Trust (Never underestimate the healing power of Teddy!). www.teddytrust.org.uk Charitable Trust 
No:1164044 

 £20 - £30 

37. Collection of vintage teddy bears: (1) Pedigree golden mohair teddy bear, British, 1950s, one amber and black glass eye, 
18"/46cm; (2) Chad Valley / Chiltern golden plush Honey Pot bear (missing honey pot); (3) Little Folk cream plush bear, label to 
leg seam; (4) Golden mohair unjointed teddy bear, 1950s/60s; (5) Cream felt lamb; Fair Plus to Good; (5). The net proceeds 
from this lot will benefit The Teddy Trust (Never underestimate the healing power of Teddy!). www.teddytrust.org.uk Charitable 
Trust No:1164044 

 £40 - £60 
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38. Merrythought four modern teddy bears: (1) Harrods Merrythought teddy bear, with swing labels, light brown mohair, signed 
on the foot pad by Oliver Holmes, 8"/20cm; (2) Golden mohair teddy bear, 9.5"/24cm; (3) Golden mohair 1999 Christmas 
Edition teddy bear, LE 750, 11"/28cm; (4) Asquith's teddy bear, blonde mohair (some loss of mohair to rear), 12"/30cm; Fair 
Plus to Good Plus; (4). The net proceeds from this lot will benefit The Teddy Trust (Never underestimate the healing power of 
Teddy!). www.teddytrust.org.uk Charitable Trust No:1164044 

 £40 - £50 

39. Steiff collection of plush animals and teddy bears: (1) Koko Affe, yellow tag 280122, brown plush; 10"/25cm; (2) cinnamon 
plush monkey, yellow tag 669163, 14"/36cm; (3) Fynn teddy bear, yellow tag 111327, beige plush, with chest tag and swing 
label, 11"/28cm; (4) White plush teddy bear, yellow tag 022739, 11"/28cm; (5) Tiger, yellow tag A659532, 10"/26cm long; (6) 
Penguin, yellow tag 0657106, 12"/30cm; (7) Moritz Dachshund (Dark Grey Tipped plush), yellow tag 076985, with chest tag, 
12"/30cm long; (8) Crazy rabbit, yellow tag 080609, 8"/20cm;  each with button and cloth label; Fair Plus to Excellent; (8). 

 £40 - £60 

40. Kestner Baby Jean (Hilda's sister) bisque antique character doll, German, c1915, impressed 247 JDK 14, weighted blue 
eyes, open mouth, two porcelain upper teeth, brunette wig and pate, five piece curved limb composition body, wearing red 
cotton jacket and trousers, black velvet beret, white shirt, knitted undergarments, eyelid paint repainted on both eyes (some 
transference to eye sockets and eyeliner is worn in places), body is missing voice box, 18"/46cm; together with Ernst Heubach 
shoulder head doll, German, impressed horseshoe dep D/0, head turned slightly to the left, fixed brown eyes, open mouth, 
blonde wig and pate, cloth body, composition arms and lower legs, shoulder plate is damaged and repaired, wearing 
multi-layered white work cotton clothing, 14"/36cm; (2). 

 £180 - £220 

41. Lenci vintage felt Dutch Boy, Italian, circa 1935, felt swivel head, pressed and painted features, blue side-glancing eyes, 
painted lashes, blonde mohair wig, cotton torso, brushed cotton limbs, jointed at shoulders and hips, wearing original felt 
costume of chequered trousers, red shirt, black jacket, lambswool fleecy cap, wooden clogs, MISSING WOODEN SHOULDER 
YOKE AND WOODEN PAILS, otherwise Good to Good Plus, 14"/36cm. 

 £100 - £200 

42. Art Fabric Mills Elms & Co (Kirchbaum Clothing New York, USA) Skittles uncut cloth sheet, 1910-1920, slight 
discolouration, otherwise Excellent, 27"/69cm x 36"/91cm. 

 £20 - £40 

43. Steiff Giant Paddington Bear, white tag 690426, LE 500, 2019, (licensed on behalf of Studiocanal S.A.S by Copyrights 
Group for Danbury Mint), chestnut and blonde mohair, wearing red felt hat, blue felt duffle coat, brass label- Please Look after 
This Bear, with swing label certificate, red drawstring carry bag, Near Mint, 17.75"/45cm. 

 £100 - £140 

44. Steiff Paddington Bear, white tag 354311, LE 2500, 2005, blonde mohair teddy bear, wearing yellow and black mackintosh 
and red Wellington boots, Near Mint to Mint, complete with swing label certificate and Near Mint box, outer trade carton, 
11"/28cm. 

 £60 - £80 

45. Steiff 50th anniversary Paddington Bear, white tag 354724, LE 1500, 2007, blonde mohair, with swing label certificate and 
leather suitcase; Near Mint to Mint, within Near Mint to Mint box, outer trade carton, 11.5"/29cm. 

 £80 - £120 

46. Steiff Paddington Bear, white tag 664960, LE 40/500, exclusive to UK, Ireland and USA, chestnut and blonde mohair, with 
suitcase, Near Mint to Mint, certificate, Fair Plus box, outer trade carton, 23.75"/60cm. 

 £160 - £200 
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47. Steiff Classic Rupert the Bear, alpaca teddy bear, white tag 653568, LE 3000, 2007, exclusive to the UK & Ireland, 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint, in Good box, 11"/28cm. 

 £80 - £100 

48. Steiff Rupert the Bear Bill Badger Classic, white tag 653636, LE 1500, 2010, UK & Ireland exclusive, white mohair, Near 
Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent box, with certificate, 11"/28cm. 

 £80 - £100 

49. Steiff Rupert the Bear Classic Podgy Pig, white tag 653629, LE 1500, 2009, UK & Ireland exclusive, pink mohair, Near Mint 
to Mint, within Fair Plus box with certificate, 12.25"/31cm. 

 £70 - £90 

50. Steiff Rupert the Bear Classic, white tag 653599, LE 1973, 2008, UK & Ireland exclusive, brown mohair, Near Mint to Mint, 
within Near Mint to Mint box with certificate, outer trade carton, 11"/28cm. 

 £100 - £140 

51. Steiff Wizard of Oz Tin Man teddy bear, white tag 682940, LE 1939, UK, Ireland and North American Exclusive, grey wool 
felt, he has a funnel for a hat plus rivet buttons, heart shaped pendant watch, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label, certificate, 
Near Mint to Mint box, trade carton, 12"/30cm. 

 £140 - £160 

52. Steiff Baby Hot Water Bottle Bear, white tag 667299, 2004, LE 3000, North American exclusive, brass mohair, centre 
seam, Near Mint, MISSING swing label and certificate, within embroidered draw string bag, 14"/36cm. 

 £50 - £60 

53. Steiff Almrausch teddy bear, German, Austrian and Swiss exclusive 2002, white tag 660597, LE 2000, grey mohair, Near 
Mint to Mint, complete with certificate and Excellent to Excellent Plus box and outer trade carton, 14"/36cm. 

 £40 - £60 

54. Steiff Schneeglochen/Snowdrop teddy bear, white tag 661563, exclusive for Germany, Austria and Switzerland, LE 2000, 
Near Mint to Mint, including certificate and Excellent to Excellent Plus box, outer trade carton, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £60 

55. Steiff British Collector's 1998 burgundy teddy bear, white tag 659973, LE 3000 exclusive to the UK, mohair bear, chest tag, 
with certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent to Excellent Plus box, 15.75"/40cm. 

 £40 - £60 

56. Steiff British Collector's 1999 grey teddy bear, white tag 660047, LE 3000, exclusive to the UK, lilac / grey mohair, chest 
tag, certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent to Excellent Plus box, 14"/36cm. 

 £40 - £60 

57. Steiff British Collector's 2000 champagne mohair teddy bear, white tag 654763, LE 4000, exclusive to the UK, chest tag, 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Good to Good Plus box, 16"/40cm. 

 £40 - £60 

58. Steiff British Collector's 2004 caramel mohair teddy bear, white tag 661372, LE 4000, exclusive to the UK, chest tag, 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint box, with trade carton, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £60 
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59. Steiff British Collector's 2005 teddy bear, golden apricot mohair, UK Exclusive, white tag 661969, LE 4000, Near Mint to 
Mint, complete with chest tag and certificate, within Excellent to Excellent Plus box, 15.75"/40cm. 

 £40 - £60 

60. Steiff British Collector's 2006 teddy bear, "Old Brown Bear", caramel tipped mohair, white tag 662218, LE 3000, Near Mint 
to Mint, chest tag, with certificate, within Near Mint box, 16"/40cm. 

 £40 - £60 

61. Steiff British Collector's 2005 teddy bear, golden apricot mohair, UK Exclusive, white tag 661969, LE 4000, Near Mint to 
Mint, complete with chest tag and certificate, within Near Mint to Mint box, with outer trade carton, 15.75"/40cm. 

 £40 - £60 

62. Steiff British Collector's 2011 teddy bear, white tag 663901, LE 2000, black mohair, with chest tag, certificate, Near Mint to 
Mint, in Near Mint box, outer trade carton, 14"/36cm. 

 £40 - £50 

63. Steiff Silberdistel teddy bear, German, Austrian and Swiss exclusive, white tag 660849, 2003, LE 2000, caramel mohair, 
Near Mint to Mint, complete with certificate, and Good Plus to Excellent box, 13.25"/34cm. 

 £40 - £50 

64. Steiff Johann Strauss teddy bear, silver grey mohair, Austrian exclusive, 1999, white tag 660030, LE, certificate, Near Mint 
to Mint, within Excellent box, musical mechanism plays "The Blue Danube", 15.75"/40cm. 

 £60 - £80 

65. Steiff Classic 1910 teddy bear, white tag 036125, LE 1910, with chest tag, certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Near Mint 
box, outer trade carton, 11"/28cm. 

 £40 - £60 

66. Steiff teddy bear with elephant stencil, white tag 038969, blonde mohair, LE 1904, 2004, complete with chest tag, including 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint, Excellent to Excellent Plus box, 11"/28cm. 

 £40 - £50 

67. Steiff pair of teddy bears: (1) Margaretes 100th Anniversary teddy bear, white tag 038518, LE 3000, white mohair, Near 
Mint, within Near Mint generic box, 11"/28cm; (2) Steiff Danbury Mint The Million Hugs teddy bear, white tag 662676, 2007, LE 
1907, copper-brown mohair, celebrating the 100th anniversary of the teddy bear "boom", 1907 was a record year for Steiff and 
teddy bear production (almost one million bears were made), Schulte produced this faded copper-brown mohair to capture that 
worn look, giving the appearance of fading, Near Mint to Mint, with certificate, 11"/28cm; (2). 

 £50 - £70 

68. Steiff Journeyman Deutschland Bear 2002, white tag 670978, LE 2000, complete with swing label certificate, beige mohair, 
key wound musical box playing "Das Wandern ist das Mullers Lust", carrying twig with handkerchief tied around belongings (out 
of which a chain of sausages falls!), Near Mint, with drawstring carry bag, 11.5"/29cm. 

 £40 - £50 

69. Steiff DFB (Deutscher Fussball-Bund) German World Cup 1998 teddy bear, white tag 996733, LE 1998, honey mohair, 
wearing football kit, with swing label, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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70. Steiff Club Event Bears pair: (1) 2002, white tag 420337, limited to production year 2002, white wavy mohair bear, 
produced for Teddy Bears of Witney, with certificate, Near Mint in Excellent box, with outer trade carton, 8"/21cm; (2) 2003, 
white tag 420382, black mohair teddy bear, limited to year of production 2003, produced for Dolly's of Holt, with certificate, Near 
Mint within Excellent box, 8"/21cm; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

71. Steiff Club Event Bears pair: (1) 2004, white tag 420443, limited to production year 2004, red / brown mohair bear, 
produced for Collectables, with certificate, Near Mint, within Near Mint box, outer trade carton, 8.25"/21cm; (2) 2005, white tag 
420498, grey mohair bear, produced for The Bear Garden, with certificate, Near Mint within Near Mint box, outer trade carton, 
8"/21cm; (2). 

 £50 - £50 

72. Steiff Club Event Bears pair: (1) 2006, white tag 420580, limited to production year 2006, rose mohair bear, with certificate, 
Near Mint to Mint, within Near Mint box, outer trade carton, 7"/18cm; (2) 2007, white tag 420719, white mohair teddy baby, 
complete with red and pink blanket printed "Steiff Club Event 2007 Bears on the Square", Near Mint to Mint, with certificate, 
Near Mint box, outer trade carton, 5"/13cm; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

73. Steiff teddy bears x four: (1) 1907 Classic replica teddy bear, raw white mohair, press voice, dressed in knit wear, 
1996-1997, yellow tag 027550, dark brown jumper, with chest tag and swing labels, 10.25"/26cm; (2) Brummbar teddy bear, 
yellow tag 0226/33, 011757, golden mohair, with chest tag, 13"/33cm; (3) Original Classic bear, pale pink mohair, yellow tag 
006012, with chest tag and swing label, 11.75"/30cm; (4) Fairy teddy bear, yellow tag 028656, white mohair, wearing pink dress 
and wings, with swing labels, 7"/18cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (4). 

 £60 - £80 

74. Steiff three teddy bears: (1) Steiff Danbury Mint Four Seasons Dylan (spring), brass mohair teddy bear, carrying bunch of 
flowers and Pilla plush Duck, yellow tag 654466, with certificate; (2) Classic teddy bear, golden mohair, yellow tag 028809, with 
chest tag and swing label, 9.75"/25cm; (3) Classic Keychain Sorry teddy bear, yellow tag 028212, with swing labels, 3"/8cm; 
Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (4). 

 £50 - £60 

75. Steiff five plush teddy bears: (1) Molly Minky, yellow tag 0318/32, 020049, grey plush, complete with chest tag and swing 
label, press squeaker, 12.5"/32cm; (2) Knopf, yellow tag 014451, golden plush, with swing labels and chest tag, 12"/30cm; (3) 
Luca, yellow tag 022975, golden plush, with chest tag and swing labels, 11"/28cm; (4) Moonie Animals Asia (moon bear), 
yellow tag 677588, black and blonde plush, with chest tag and swing labels, 8"/20cm; (5) Cosy Bee teddy bear, yellow tag 
110870, golden plush, with chest tag and swing labels, 6.75"/17cm; Excellent to Near Mint; (5). 

 £40 - £60 

76. Steiff collection of four plush animals: (1) Skunk, yellow tag 071737, chest tag and swing labels, 10.25"/26cm; (2) Kango 
kangaroo and baby Joey, yellow tag 062711, chest tag and swing label, 15.75"/40cm; (3) Diggy mole, yellow tag 071786, chest 
tag and swing label, 5.5"/14cm; (4) Duck, yellow tag 090967, chest tag and swing label, 8.5"/22cm; Good Plus to Near Mint; (4). 

 £40 - £50 

77. Steiff collection of four plush animals: (1) Field Hare, yellow tag 077531, with chest tag and swing label, 12.5"/32cm; (2) 
Koala, yellow tag 060816, with chest tag and swing label, 12.5"/32cm; (3) Seal, yellow tag 063091, with chest tag and swing 
label, 17.75"/45cm; (4) Wild boar, yellow tag 072031, with chest tag and swing label, 10.25"/26cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; 
(4). 

 £40 - £50 

78. Steiff Classic tri-coloured mohair teddy bear, yellow tag 028311, pale pink cream and pale blue mohair, with brass buttons 
to chest, wearing pale pink ribbon, chest tag, swing tag, Near Mint, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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79. Hermann Teddy Original pair of teddy bears: (1) Tivoli Glocke von Rosenthal AG, LE 1000, apricot mohair, with swing label 
certificate, 14"/36cm; (2) Unikat bear, brown and golden mohair, MISSING swing label, 14"/36cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus; 
(2). 

 £40 - £50 

80. Hermann-Spielwaren and Hermann Teddy Original pair of teddy bears: (1) Hermann-Spielwaren 28 Festivalbar 2019 (28 
Puppenfestival Neustadt), LE 31/100, pale blue and white mohair, with swing label certificate, 13"/33cm; (2) Hermann Teddy 
Original Tea Party teddy bear, LE 500, blonde mohair, paws have magnets inside, so he can pick up metal items, with swing 
label certificate, 16"/41cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

81. Hermann-Spielwaren four x Club Bears: (1) 2015 UK Club Bear Little Prince George, LE #49, made of pale blue Dralon 
plush from Hermann 1950s archive, with swing label certificate, 9"/23cm; (2) 2016 UK Club Bear The Queen's 90th Birthday, LE 
#49, made of royal blue woven teddy plush from Hermann 1950s archive, stuffed with excelsior, with swing label certificate, 
8.5"/22cm; (3) 2017 9th in the series for the 9th Club Year, Little Victorian Rose, LE #49, made of yellow teddy plush from the 
1960s Hermann archive and stuffed with excelsior, with swing label certificate, 9"/23cm; (4) 2018 10th in the series for the 10th 
Club Year, Little Starlight, LE #49, includes Swarovski Elements, made of blue teddy plush from the Hermann 1960s archive 
and stuffed with excelsior, with swing label certificate, 9"/23cm; Near Mint to Mint; (4). 

 £30 - £50 

82. Collection of plush teddy bears: (1) Harrods Daffodil bear, beige plush, with swing label, 13"/33cm; (2) Kenner vintage Care 
Bear blue Wish; (3) Hermann Teddy Original golden plush bear, with swing label, 6"/15cm; (3) Cherished Teddies Club 
Heather, brown plush, with swing label, 7"/18cm; (4) Asquith's Henley Regatta bear, brown plush, with swing label, 10"/26cm; 
(5) Fluffy bear Country Dress, beige plush, with swing label, 7"/18cm; Good to Excellent Plus; (5). 

 £10 - £20 

83. Schleich Peyo vintage Smurf House and 25 x Smurfs (five are boxed); Good to Excellent; (26). 

 £30 - £50 

84. Zapf Creations Colette dolls- Sonnenblumenkind (Sunflower) Weichpuppe x two plus a Sonnenblumenkind (Sunflower) 
Weichbaby, Excellent Plus, boxed, within Fair Plus to Good packaging; largest 19"/48cm and smallest 15.75"/40cm; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

85. Zapf Creations Colette dolls- Marine Sisters x three, Excellent Plus, boxed, within Fair Plus to Good packaging; largest 
19.75"/50cm and smallest 17"/43cm; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

86. Zapf Creations dolls x three: (1) Colette Nino, with miniature teddy bear, 14"/36cm; (2) Doll wearing teddy bear jacket and 
dark red fleecy trousers, 15"/38cm; (3) Doll wearing pink dress; all Excellent Plus, boxed, within Fair Plus to Good packaging; 
(3). 

 £30 - £40 

87. Zapf Creations dolls x three: (1) & (2) Cherie, 16"/40cm; (3) Corinna, 14"/36cm; all Excellent Plus, boxed, within Fair Plus to 
Good packaging; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

88. Zapf Creations collection of eight assorted outfits, Excellent Plus, within Fair to Good packaging; (8). 

 £30 - £40 
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89. Pedigree vintage Sindy doll, plus additional teenage fashion doll, Fair to Good; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

90. Collection of teddy bear and doll related reference books and others, includes: Teddy Bears by Grey / Grey; The Teddy 
Bear Encyclopedia / Cockrill; Dolls and Dolls Houses / Constance King; Collector Steiff Values / Consalvi; In Praise of Teddy 
Bears / Waring; The Ultimate Dolls House Book / Eaton; The Teddy Bear Hall of Fame / Brown; Treasury of Kathe Kruse Dolls; 
Steiff Teddy Bears Love for a Lifetime / Cieslik; The Teddy Bear Lover's Companion / Menton; A Century of Teddy Bears / 
Maniera; etc; Fair Plus to Good; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

91. Cherished Teddies and artist designed teddy bear, etc: (1) & (2) Cherished Teddies Theodore, Samantha and Tyler 
"Friends Come in All Sizes", resin bears, 9"/23cm; plus additional unidentified resin bear. (3) - (5) Bygone Bear artist designed 
blonde mohair teddy bear by Kate Atkinson, 12.5"/32cm; Eastern European artificial silk plush bear, 5.25"/13cm; Large 
home-made brown plush bear, 22"/56cm. Fair Plus to Good; (5). 

 £5 - £10 

92. Tantrum Tots (Invergarry, Scotland) artist designed life-size cloth doll that stands face to the wall, Good to Good Plus, 
30"/76cm. 

 £10 - £20 

93. Pair of musical boxes, hand-made and designed by Judith Cipkin, each has a hand-turned wooden base and an internal 
clockwork mechanism: (1) Skaters- playing the Skater's Waltz and (2) Sailor Boy and Girl- plays In An English Country Garden. 
Both feature miniature porcelain hand-painted and individually clothed porcelain dolls. Fair to Excellent; average height 
7"/18cm; (2). NB: Judith Cipkin is a well respected doll maker, responsible for many hand-made dolls house dolls, made during 
the 1980s. 

 £20 - £30 

94. Modern issue felt artist designed dolls and reproduction bisque dolls x eight: (1) & (2) Brightmore Bears and Dolls artist 
designed Susan Beale and David Beale (labels to neck- c/o Village Hall, Burnsall, Wharfedale, Yorkshire), WW2 refuge children 
felt dolls, by Brenda Brightmore, painted features, blonde mohair wigs, with swing label certificates; 16.5"/42cm and 
14.5"/37cm; (3) & (4) pair of small felt dolls (unidentified maker), 9"/23cm; (5) & (6) Everson Seeley pair of reproduction Googly 
all-bisque dolls, impressed F gb, wearing green hand crocheted clothing, 9.5"/24cm; (7) Heubach boy reproduction bisque doll, 
impressed F gb, composition jointed body, wearing hand knitted clothing, 11.5"/29cm; (8) All-bisque reproduction girl, 
impressed JWM, 8"/20cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus; (8). 

 £30 - £40 

95. Collection of teddy bears, including some artist designed, etc: (1) - (3) Paw-let Bears artist designed- Snowball, OOAK, 
white mohair, 9"/23cm; Guiness, OOAK, black mohair, 9"/23cm; Helmsley, LE 1/2, shades of brown variegated mohair, 
12"/30cm, each with swing label certificate; (4) Hand-made cinnamon mohair bear, 17.25"/44cm; (5) Pastel (France) brown 
plush bear, 13"/33cm; (6) Wellwood Bear in Barbour jacket, brown plush, with swing tag, 17.75"/45cm; Good to Excellent; (6). 

 £30 - £40 
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96. Collection of Enesco Cherished Teddies resin figurines x sixty-one: (1) 601659E Neil- One Small Step for Love, One Giant 
Leap for Friendship; (2) 156280 Violet; (3) 302775 Ellen; (4) - (6) 476595 Tanna; (7) 951005 Store Signage plaque; (8) 534250 
Star; (9) & (10) 476714 Cole; (11) 303097 I'm sorry; (12) 916439 Sean; (13) 706728 Irmgard; (14) 476722 Marty; (15) 202908 
Iris; (16) 624896 Billy; (17) 336521 Janet; (18) 466298 Roy; (19) 272167 Lee; (20) Teddy 476757; (21) 614785 Jacob Bearly; 
(22) 3529501 Frank & Helen; (23) 510963 Dennis; (24) 176001 Stormi; (25) Eleanor P Beary 1997 Members Only figurine 
CT971; (26) & (27) Miranda 476706; (28) Lloyd CT003 1997 Symbol of Membearship figurine; (29) Margaret 103667; (30) Girl 
with chicks Easter 1997 egg 203017; (31) Chalking Up Six Wishes 911283; (32) 156426 Linda; (33) November 1997 
heart-shaped picture frame; (34) CT002 R Harrison Hartford 1996 Symbol of Membearship figurine; (35) 127965 Kiss the Heart 
and Make it Well; (36) 476722 Marty; (37) 476390 Klye; (38) CT962 Emily E Claire 1996 Membears Only figurine; (39) 103748 
Dudley; (40) 617180 Breanna; these are all boxed, some have certificates. Plus loose figures: (41) CT 981 Lela Nightingale 
1998 Members Only; (42) CT 005 Lanny 1999 Symbol of Membership; (43) 914851 Nicole; (44) 127914 Grandma is God's 
Special Gift; (45) 476978 Anxiously Awaiting The Arrival; (46) 466298 Roy; (47) 302619 Sam; (48) 789712 Thelma; (49) 
103934 Wally; (50) 624888 A father is the Bearer of Strength; (51) 950432 Sara; (52) 216739 Preston; (53) 476633 Cherish; 
(54) & (55) 624829 Child of Pride; (56) & (57) 624861 A Mum's Love Bears All Things; (58) 476498 Randy; (59) 624857 Child of 
Kindness; (60) 103756 Logan; (61) 141194 Kristen; with a few empty boxes and certificates; Fair Plus to Excellent Plus (qty). 

 £30 - £50 

97. TY Beanie Babies x thirty-three, plus Teenie Beanie Babies x ten, etc; mainly with tags, Excellent to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

98. Modern large wooden doll's house, opens to reveal nine rooms on three storeys, plus attic space, 34"/86cm x 36"/91cm x 
40"/102cm. NB This house is large and heavy and will require collection from our salerooms. 

 £30 - £40 

99. Vintage plush teddy bears and animals: (1) Gabrielle Designs vintage Paddington Bear, brown duffle coat, yellow Dunlop 
size 4 Wellington boots, coat is holed and one boot has been chewed; (2) R Dakin 1974 Pillow Pets beaver, brown plush; 
(3) - (8) Dakin Cherished Teddies # 25213 Beth, #06122 Friends Come In All Sizes, #06042 Cuddle Me With Love, Membears 
Heather 2010, #06045 Tyler and one unidentified; (9) - (11) three additional plush bears; Fair Plus to Good; (11). 

 £5 - £10 

100. Merrythought collection of vintage plush animals: (1) - (3) Pride of lions, largest is a nightdress case; (4) St Bernard 
dog nightdress case, with rosette style swing label Take Me Home, I'm a Thoroughbred; (5) & (6) Pair of emerald green and 
white plush dogs; Fair Plus to Good; (6). 

 £5 - £15 

101. Real Soft Toys (Watford, Herts, UK) collection of mohair and plush vintage teddy bears: (1) Golden mohair, label to 
arm seam, fully jointed, velveteen pads, 22"/56cm; (2) Vivid golden mohair, label to side seam, fully jointed, velveteen pads, 
13"/33cm; (3) & (4) Black plush, labels to inner leg seam, unjointed, 17"/43cm and 13"/33cm; (5) & (6) White plush, labels to 
inner leg seam, unjointed, 17"/43cm and 13cm/33cm; Fair Plus to Excellent Plus; (6). 

 £10 - £20 

102. Collection of MGA Bratz and Mattel Barbie dolls, includes Bratz Kidz Horseback Fun Chloe doll and accessories; Bratz 
Movie Starr Chloe doll, wearing glitter dress; Bratz Passion 4 Fashion Yasmin doll; Barbie Mermaid doll; Mattel wee 3 friends 
doll set; plus others, all unchecked for completeness; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 
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103. Collection of toys: Disney Channel Hannah Montana Pop Star electric guitar, boxed; Uncle Milton Rainbow in my 
Room, boxed; Vtech Little Smart Tiny Tot Driver; Vtech Operator; Vtech Little Smart Pull 'n Learn Phone; Disney Story Reader; 
Disney Princess Travel Vanity Set; ELC cash register; EDV Science Quick Switch Microscope, boxed; Doctor's Set; Colour 
Doodel; Flair Plasticine Fun Tub; Disney on Ice 2 x containers; Magnetix Collector's Tin; Pretend & Play School Set; unchecked 
for completeness, Fair Plus to Good; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

104. Nintendo Wii Skylanders Spyro's Adventure; plus selection of Skylanders figures, 2 x Skylanders bases, pair of carry 
bags, unchecked for completeness, Fair Plus to Good; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

105. Collection of toys, including: My Little Pony Celebration Castle; Winky pre-school electronic phonics; Fisher Price 
talking Fimbo Music Lights; Fisher Price Florrie Sooth and Glow; V-Tech musical ball; Marvin's Magic Showtime; Marvin's 
Amazing Magic Show; Night Vision Goggles; Flying Eagle; Tin containing Scooby Doo figures; Fimbles Play Doh Set; Toy Story 
Rex; Tweenies Torch; Doodles and Frog; Hasbro phone; Land and Sky Telescope; Bug Barn; Monopoly Junior; Disney Little 
Mermaid jigsaw; Little Mermaid Castle; Pop to the Shops game; unchecked for completeness, Fair Plus to Good; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

106. Dogs and other modern plush toys: Little Tikes Disney Ride On Pluto, 20"/51cm tall; Puppy Grows & Knows Your 
Name pair of interactive plush dogs; Pair of Nintendogs (only with one bottle- used to operate the dogs); Brio Wonderland 
Winnie the Pooh plush play mat; Little Cute Lil' Pups Tikes Rescue Pals Just Born dog; ELC plush crocodile; Balamory three 
plush dolls; untested; Fair Plus to Good; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

107. Special Effects Alpha Critters x eleven vintage plush toys, with some backing cards and tags; Good to Excellent; (11). 

 £10 - £20 

108. Collection of games, jigsaws, annuals, etc, includes: Texas Hold 'Em Poker Set; DY Toy battery operated Pterodactyl, 
boxed; Wordsearch Game (sealed); Thomas the tank Engine & friends jigsaw; Sultans of the Wind Game (sealed); 
Waddingtons Rainbow Brite jigsaw; Arrow Smurfs jigsaw; Motorised Scooby Doo Escape the Phantom Game; Moon Dreamers 
Annual 1988; various Disney LP records; unchecked for completeness, Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

109. Armand Marseille pair of antique bisque Dream Babies: (1) Armand Marseille bisque vintage My Dream Baby doll, 
German, c 1926, impressed AM 351 / 8K, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, five piece composition curved limb body, wearing 
cotton liberty bodice, 18"/46cm; (2) Armand Marseille bisque vintage My Dream Baby, German, 1926, impressed AM 351, 
weighted brown yes, open mouth (tooth is missing), five piece jointed cotton body, composition hands (fingers are missing), feet 
are holed, 19"/48cm; (2). 

 £25 - £35 

110. Two-faced vintage Asian marionette, carved wooden, cloth body with wooden lower limbs, strings are tangled, 
otherwise Good, 25"/63cm. 

 £5 - £15 

111. British 13 1/2" teenage vintage dolls, pair, brunette and blonde, Fair Plus to Good; (2). 

 £5 - £15 
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112. Delavennat Sporty Perle (France) fashion doll, together with ten carded outfits; Near Mint to Mint, within Good to 
Excellent Plus packaging; (11). 

 £15 - £25 

113. Totsy MFG Co (Hong Kong) fashion dolls: Evening Splendour 11 1/2" fashion doll with two complete outfits and 
accessories; Playtime Sandi x three; Fiesta International doll; Fantasy Sandi; Indian Princess; Near Mint to Mint, within Good to 
Excellent packaging; (7). 

 £20 - £30 

114. Collection of teenage fashion vintage clone dolls, etc; Excellent to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

115. Collection of modern plush teddy bears, including Commonwealth Toys Bialosky Treasury Custard, Marcel. Elizabeth, 
Alexander Edward and Buster teddy bears; plus Rainbow Designs Paddington Bear, Russ, TY, Bukowski, Aurora, etc; Good 
Plus to Excellent Plus; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

116. Hornby Hobbies and Mattel Pound Puppies, includes mother and babies, some certificates, Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

117. Teddy Bear related and other books: Teddy Bears Past & Present/Linda Mullins; The Teddy Bear Lover's 
Companion/Ted Menten; The Ultimate Teddy Bear Book/Pauline Cockrill; Teddy Bears/Judy Sparrow; Teddy Bears/Philippa & 
Peter Waring; Teddy Bears/Kathy Martin; The Ultimate Dolls' House Book/Faith Eaton; The Teddy Bear/Prue Theobalds; Martin 
Leman's Teddy Bears; Blue Peter Book of Teddy's Clothes; etc; Fair to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

118. Pelham Puppets Old Lady, Good to Good Plus, within Good yellow box. 

 £5 - £10 

119. Chiltern Hugmee vintage golden mohair (with black guard hair) teddy bear, British, 1950s, amber and black glass eyes, 
black plastic dog nose, fully jointed, velveteen pads with card lined feet (some splits and wear to fabric), black claw stitching, 
stuffing shifted in tops of arms, mohair thinning to forehead, otherwise Excellent, 26"/66cm. 

 £140 - £180 

120. Teddy Hermann Original schoolroom, German, 1980s, comprising thirteen golden mohair bears including 
schoolmaster; wooden blackboard, teacher's desk, student bears each have chair and desk, within large wooden and perspex 
display unit, Good to Good Plus, 10.5"/27cm x 23.5"/60cm x 12"/30cm. 

 £60 - £100 

121. Steiff Teddy Bear King Balthazar with an Elephant, white tag 037832, comprising mohair teddy bear and grey mohair 
elephant, limited edition of 1500, certificate, Excellent (traces of tobacco odour) within Good to Good Plus box, bear 7"/18cm 
and elephant 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

122. Steiff British Collectors replica 1906 teddy bear, white tag 406096, limited edition of 3000 exclusive to the UK, 1990, 
blonde mohair teddy, chest tag, certificate, Excellent (traces of tobacco odour), in Fair Plus to Good box, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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123. Steiff pair of teddy bears and a rabbit: (1) Steiff Classic black Titanic teddy bear, yellow tag 003509, black mohair, with 
chest tag and swing label, within Steiff generic box, 12.5"/32cm; (2)  Diva rabbit, white tag 034404, LE 1500, 2014, white 
alpaca, with chest tag, swing label, certificate, MISSING box, 4"/10cm; (3)  Steiff Danbury Mint The Worlds First Teddy Bear, 
inspired by the first teddy bear ever created, yellow tag 661303, brown mohair, with swing label (stating purchased from outlet 
store), MISSING medallion and certificate, 9.5"/24cm; Excellent (traces of tobacco odour), (3). 

 £60 - £80 

124. Steiff Teddy Bear with Little Donkey, white tag 670886, LE 3000, comprising mohair teddy bear wearing blue velvet 
cloak and white hat and grey mohair donkey, certificate, Excellent (traces of tobacco odour), in Good Plus box, bear 8.75"/21cm 
and donkey 8"/20cm. 

 £30 - £40 

125. Steiff Teddy with Dromedary, white tag 037924, comprising mohair teddy Bear and camel, limited edition of 3000, 
certificate, Excellent (traces of tobacco odour) in Fair box (missing plastic front), bear 7"/18cm, camel 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £40 

126. Four plush teddy bears and a modern tinplate stove: (1) & (2) Hermann Teddy Original pair of large standing grizzly 
bears, both with swing labels (larger bear has signature to label), 12"/30cm and 8"/20cm tall; (3) Merrythought blonde teddy 
bear, 21"/53cm; (4) Character Bears golden plush bear, dressed as a bridegroom, with swing label, 16"/41cm; (5) Schopper 
(Germany) tinplate stove, boxed; Good to Excellent (traces of tobacco odour), (5). 

 £30 - £40 

127. Merrythought vintage spaniel dog nightdress case, British, 1950s, Regd Design label to belly, black and white mohair, 
replacement amber and black plastic eyes, black vertically stitched nose, black claw stitching, unjointed, Good to Good Plus 
(traces of tobacco odour), with Excellent mohair coverage, 18"/46cm. 

 £15 - £30 

128. Four teddy bears, including artist designed miniature, etc: (1) Zoolatana Bear Co (Idaho, USA) Buffalo Bear, artist 
designed by Cecilia Carver Moudree, LE 12/25, 1992, dressed as a cowboy, brown mohair, fully jointed, with swing label 
certificate, 17"/43cm; (2) Kosen grizzly bear, brown mohair, seated position, with swing labels, 6"/15cm; (3) Ollie Bears Bruno 
teddy bear, artist designed by Kim Oliver, 1999, brown mohair with dark brown tip, with swing label certificate, 5"/13cm; (4) 
Hermann Teddy Original Little Gem Dragonfly, by Sally Lambert, blue and golden upholstery velvet bear, 2.5"/6cm; Good to 
Excellent (traces of tobacco odour); (4). 

 £40 - £50 

129. Collection of five Hermann and Steiff teddy bears and a donkey: (1) Steiff Original teddy bear, yellow tag 952975, with 
chest tag and swing label, blonde mohair, 6.75"/17cm; (2) Hermann Teddy Original Gute Freunde golden mohair bear, LE 
82/200, with swing label certificate (signed), 6.5"/17cm; (3) Hermann Teddy Original lady bear, golden mohair, MISSING tags, 
costume faded, 7.5"/19cm; (4) Hermann Teddy Original chef teddy bear, LE 12/1000, blonde mohair, with Schopper boxed 
tinplate stove; (5) Steiff Classic teddy bear, yellow tag 027727, grey alpaca, with chest tag and swing labels, 7"/18cm; (6) Steiff 
donkey, yellow tag 953057, grey mohair, with chest tag and swing label, 5.5"/14cm; Good to Excellent (traces of tobacco 
odour); (6). 

 £40 - £60 

130. Pedigree Triang vintage Michelle vinyl doll, mid to late 1960s, Good Plus, within Good box; with a pair of boxed outfits, 
Good Plus to Excellent Plus, within Fair Plus to Excellent packaging; (3). 

 £25 - £35 

131. Airfix Walking Baby Loves You vintage vinyl doll, with instruction leaflet, Good Plus to Excellent, 18"/46cm. 

 £25 - £35 
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132. Betty composition wartime baby doll, British, 1940s, cloth body, 17"/43cm. 

 £25 - £35 

133. Collection of toys, including Toy Story, Action Man, etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

134. Palitoy Julie vintage hard plastic walking doll, British, 1952, all original, Good, 20"/51cm. 

 £25 - £35 

135. Palitoy three vintage vinyl dolls: (1) Clever Kerry, 1973, with box; (2) Louise, 1963-1965, boxed; (3) Pretty Miss Emma, 
1977-1978, boxed; Good to Good Plus, within Fair to Good packaging; (3). 

 £30 - £50 

136. Steiff and Merrythought teddy bears, etc: (1) Steiff 1880 felt Elephant Replica, 1984-1987, white tag 0080/08, LE 
10000, ID Nr.: A84-001001, beige felt, Excellent Plus within Poor box, 3"/8cm; (2) Steiff miniature bear, yellow tag 030321, 
1991-1993, grey, with chest tag and swing label, 4.75"/12cm; (3) Steiff Original miniature bear, yellow tag 0210/10, blonde 
mohair, 4"/10cm; (4) Merrythought Titanic Bear, LE 5000, golden mohair, fully jointed, complete with swing label, seated within 
presentation, open fronted box, with a quantity of Museum of Science and Industry Manchester White Star Titanic Boarding 
Passes; 6.5"/7cm; (5) plus a collection of Steiff empty generic boxes, postcards, shelf talker, stickers, etc; Good to Excellent; 
(qty). 

 £50 - £60 

137. Celluloid pink teddy bear, 1920s, Foreign, string jointed limbs, small hole to top of head, Good to Good Plus, 
4.25"/11cm. 

 £10 - £20 

138. Wendy Woo Creations pair of artist designed teddy bears by Wendy Edmiston: (1) Party Girl, one in a series of original 
bears, cream and brown variegated plush, black glass eyes, brown stitched nose, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 
18"/46cm; (2) Teddy Tum Tum, one in a series of original bears, grey, black and white variegated plush, black glass eyes, fully 
jointed, with swing label certificate, 18"/46cm; Near Mint to Mint; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

139. Wendy Woo Creations pair of artist designed teddy bears by Wendy Edmiston: (1) Kelley, one in a series of original 
bears, dark brown and blonde mohair, black glass eyes, black stitched nose, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 18"/46cm; 
(2) Diogenes, one in a series of original bears, golden mohair, black glass eyes, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 
18"/46cm; Near Mint to Mint; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

140. Wendy Woo Creations pair of artist designed teddy bears by Wendy Edmiston: (1) Angus, one in a series of original 
bears, golden mohair with black fleck, amber and black glass eyes, brown stitched nose, fully jointed, with swing label 
certificate, 18"/46cm; (2) Brandy, one in a series of original bears, golden mohair with brown backing, amber and black glass 
eyes with white outers, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 17"/43cm; Near Mint to Mint; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

141. Wendy Woo Creations pair of artist designed teddy bears by Wendy Edmiston: (1) Heather, one in a series of original 
bears, rose mohair, grey and black glass eyes, pink stitched nose, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 18"/46cm; (2) Darcy, 
one in a series of original bears, cinnamon mohair, black glass eyes, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 18"/46cm; Near 
Mint to Mint; (2). 

 £30 - £50 
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142. Wendy Woo Creations Wisp artist designed teddy bear by Wendy Edmiston, one in a series of original bears, cream, 
brown and white variegated plush, black glass eyes, brown stitched nose, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 23"/58cm. 

 £30 - £40 

143. Wendy Woo Creations Damson artist designed teddy bear by Wendy Edmiston, one in a series of original bears, dark 
brown and damson long pile wavy mohair, black glass eyes, black stitched nose, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 
21"/53cm. 

 £30 - £40 

144. Wendy Woo Creations Healey artist designed teddy bear by Wendy Edmiston, one in a series of original bears, rose 
and white mohair, black glass eyes, black stitched nose, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 24"/61cm. 

 £30 - £40 

145. Wendy Woo Creations pair of artist designed teddy bears by Wendy Edmiston: (1) Bovis, one in a series of original 
bears, dark brown mohair, amber and black glass eyes with white outers, brown stitched nose, fully jointed, with swing label 
certificate, 20"/51cm; (2) Binkie, one in a series of original bears, black, white and brown variegated plush, amber and black 
hooded glass eyes, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 18"/46cm; Near Mint to Mint; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

146. Four artist designed teddy bears and a Charlie Bears ceramic jug: (1) - (3) Wendy Woo Creations three artist designed 
teddy bears by Wendy Edmiston- Blewitt, black mohair, Chocco Munch- light brown mohair with dark brown tip and Mocha 
Choca- brown mohair, largest 11"/28cm and smallest 8"/20cm; (4) unidentified brown and white variegated plush bear, 
13"/33cm; (5) Charlie Bears ceramic jug; Good Plus to Near Mint; (5). 

 £30 - £40 

147. Wendy Woo Creations three artist designed teddy bears by Wendy Edmiston: (1) Robson, one in a series of original 
bears, black and light brown mohair, black glass eyes, brown and pink stitched nose, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 
16"/41cm; (2) Jasper, one in a series of original bears, dark brown mohair, amber and black glass eyes with white outers, fully 
jointed, with swing label certificate, 11"/28cm; (3) Jeremy, one in a series of original bears, golden mohair, amber and black 
glass eyes with white outers, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 10"/25cm; Near Mint to Mint; (3). 

 £30 - £50 

148. Wendy Woo Creations five artist designed teddy bears by Wendy Edmiston: (1) Buddy, one in a series of original 
bears, black mohair, black glass eyes, light blue stitched nose, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 10"/25cm; (2) Harris, 
one in a series of original bears, dark blonde mohair, black glass eyes, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 11"/28cm; (3) 
Dundee, one in a series of original bears, golden mohair, black glass eyes, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 11.5"/29cm; 
(4) Burton, one in a series of original bears, black and golden mohair, black glass eyes, black stitched nose, fully jointed, with 
swing label certificate, 10"/25cm; (5) Jake, one in a series of original bears, cinnamon mohair, black glass eyes, fully jointed, 
with swing label certificate, 10"/25cm; Near Mint to Mint; (5). 

 £40 - £60 

149. Pair of antique German bisque dolls: (1) Armand Marseille bisque antique shoulder head doll, German, c1900, 
impressed 370 AM 2/0 X DEP, weighted brown eyes, open mouth, kid leather body with jointed hips, gusseted knees (with 
repairs), left arm is a replacement, bisque lower arms, cloth lower legs, wearing woollen dress and petticoat, 19"/48cm; (2) 
China head shoulder head doll, painted features, black moulded hair, cloth body, composition lower limbs, inoperative press 
squeaker, 12.5"/32cm; (2). 

 £30 - £40 
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150. Collection of mainly doll reference books: (1) A Celebration of American Dolls from the Collections of the Strong 
Museum / McGonagle; (2) Victorian Doll Secrets / Seeley; (3) Collecting Classic Girls' Toys / Brewer; (4) Cissy Identification 
and Price Guide / Mandeville & Schwartz; (5) Revlon Dolls and their Look-Alikes / Barna; (6) Jumeau / King; (7) A Collector's 
Guide to Old Cottage Toys / The Dolls of Margaret and Susi Fleischmann / Summers; (8) The Charlton Standard Catalogue of 
Canadian Dolls / Strahlendorf; (9) Doll Costuming / Seeley; (10) Ted Menten Teddy Bear Studio; (11) Sasha Dolls Through the 
Years / Osborn; Good to Excellent Plus; (11). 

 £15 - £25 

151. Part of an antique mohair Victorian lap blanket, maroon, 46" x 70" approximately, Good. 

 £10 - £20 

152. Collection of white work cotton antique baby gowns, bonnets, petticoats; plus some dolls' clothes, oddments of antique 
linen and vintage handkerchiefs, etc; Fair to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £20 - £40 

153. Charlie Bears Romeo teddy bear, CB 083777, LE 978, 2008-2009, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, brown with 
cream and light brown plush tipping, with swing label, Excellent, 15"/38cm. 

 £25 - £35 

154. Collection of plush and flock covered TV and Film related toys, etc, includes: Bill Firth Designs Kelloggs Tony the Tiger; 
Anne Wilkinson Bisto Kid; Cadbury Buttons Plush Dog; Mr Cadbury's Parrot; Guinness Toucan Little Arthur; PG Tips monkeys; 
Sydney 2000 Olly Official Olympic Mascot; ICI Paints Dulux Dog; Creature Comforts Andrew the Penguin; etc. Dolls include 
Vogue Doll Ginny; Hong Kong plastic and Ideal. Flock covered animals- Topogigio; Basil Brush; HCF Thelwell Pony; Disney 
Goofy; etc. Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

155. Steiff rare Club Members Hans special limited edition (500) teddy bear, recipients were chosen by a draw at Steiff, grey 
felt, airbrushed stainless steel "edition" button to ear, black embroidered tag to side seam, with special book and box, 
10.25"/27cm, Near Mint to Mint. 

 £260 - £320 

156. Charlie Bears The Wind in the Willows Ratty plush rat, SJ 2033, LE 41/500, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to 
Mint, within Near Mint to Mint packaging with carry bag, 11.5"/29cm. 

 £80 - £100 

157. Collection of antique and vintage gofun wooden Japanese Emperor and Empress dolls and others more modern, 
varying scales, includes: large scale Meiji Period (1868-1912) Japanese Emperor and Empress dolls- set of four, largest 
10"/26cm and smallest 7.5"/19cm; there is also a similar smaller set; plus set of musicians, buildings, lanterns, carp fish, 
accessories, etc; some damage, unchecked for completeness, Poor to Good; (qty). 

 £400 - £1000 

158. Steiff "Happy" 1926 teddy bear replica, grey and brown tipped mohair, 1990/91, white tag 407239, 0169/65, LE 5000, 
chest tag, MISSING certificate, Excellent, within Fair box, 25.5"/65cm. 

 £100 - £140 

159. Real Soft Toys large vintage brown plush teddy bear, label to inside leg, amber and black plastic eyes, black plastic 
dog nose, unjointed, Good Plus to Excellent, 53"/135cm. 

 £50 - £70 
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160. Large scale carpenter's antique / vintage apprentice piece / doll's wooden furniture and a wicker chair: (1) Chest of 
drawers, marble top, three drawers, old wood worm to base (very slight), 8.25"/21cm x 10.5"/27cm x 5"/13cm; (2) Bow front 
chest of drawers, five drawers, 8.5"/21.5cm x 9.25"/23.5cm x 4.5"/11cm; (3) Wardrobe, with marble top (detached but present), 
14"/36cm x 9"/23cm x 4.25"/11cm; (4) Wicker chair, 12.5"/32cm; (4). 

 £40 - £60 

161. Vintage and more modern teddy bears, gollys and doll related items, includes: American artificial silk plush musical 
teddy bear, amber and black plastic eyes, rubber muzzle, unjointed, music box plays Merrily We Roll Along, 11.5"/29cm; Yogi 
Bear, carton body, 9"/23cm; Fisher Price The Berenstain Bears; Rupert The Bear rubber figure; Steiff Mini China Wall 
Plate - Teddy Blue EAN 613692; Robertson's type Golly beanie; Le Grande Marque Francaise Petit Negro Pour Ma Poupee 
boxed set comprising vest, pants and plastic over pants; plus assorted dolls' / children's porcelain tea service, glasses, etc; Fair 
to Excellent; (qty). 

 £40 - £50 

162. Collection of costume dolls, some are antique / vintage, doll reference books, plus other collectables, includes: vintage 
gofun wooden Japanese doll (legs are replaced) and others more modern; pair of modern netsuke- featuring mice; celluloid 
vintage costume dolls; doll reference books- How to Make & Repair Leather Doll Bodies / LaVonne Lutterman, Dolls / Antonia 
Fraser, Heubach's Little Characters Dolls & Figurines 1850-1930 / Carol Ann Stanton, Dolls / Olivia Bristol; Steiff Perri, Walt 
Disney, EAN 4312, with button and remains of yellow tag, brown / white tipped mohair, sitting up, holding nut, black plastic 
eyes, felt pads, 4.75"/12cm; assorted modern cherub ornaments and dolls; modern doll's wicker pram, 29"/74cm; etc; Fair to 
Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

163. Complete set of 1-23 Beatrix Potter Books, within Peter Rabbit's Book Shelf (produced for the Folio Society). These 
books are NOT all part of a matching set from the same era and are all missing their dust jackets. The Tale of Samuel Whiskers 
has a publication date of 1908. Some have neat ink or pencil notation inside. Fair Plus to Good. (23). 

 £60 - £80 

164. Wooden antique scratch built dolls house, wooden base has lift-off sections, comprising: (1) first floor- two rooms and 
central staircase, plus pair of bay windows; (2) second floor- with two rooms and central staircase; (3) roof; requires some 
repair, 23"/58cm x 20.5"/52cm x 14.5"/37cm. 

 £30 - £50 

165. Group of twelve items of Arts and Crafts Style white vintage wooden doll's house furniture: (1) & (2) beds; (3) & (4) 
bedside cupboards; (5) & (6) dressing tables; (7) - (12) three pairs of chairs; Fair Plus to Good Plus; (12). 

 £30 - £40 

166. Group of nine items of antique / vintage wooden doll's house furniture: (1) upright piano; (2) tall clock; (3) & (4) two 
benches; (5) - (9) five chairs; Fair Plus to Good Plus; (9). 

 £30 - £40 

167. Group of six items of antique / vintage wooden doll's house furniture: (1) & (2) two sideboards; (3) bookshelf with three 
books; (4) chest of drawers; (5) chaise longue; (6) fire place; Fair Plus to Good Plus; (6). 

 £30 - £40 

168. Group of nine items of antique / vintage wooden doll's house furniture: (1) & (2) two sideboards; (3) & (4) two dining 
tables; (5) - (8) set of four dining chairs; (9) grand piano; Fair to Good Plus (some require repair); (9). 

 £30 - £40 

169. Group of five items of antique / vintage wooden doll's house furniture: (1) & (2) pool / billiard tables with lamps and 
cues; (3) dining table; (4) & (5) small side tables; Fair Plus to Good Plus; (5). 

 £30 - £50 
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170. Collection of antique / vintage tinplate and lead doll's house miniatures: (1) tinplate cooking range with three pots; (2) & 
(3) two Taylor & Barrett lead fireplaces; (4) Taylor & Barrett lead fridge; (5) lead iron and trivet stand; (6) baby and cradle; (7) 
statuette of a lady, finished in gold; (8) Taylor & Barrett lead cooker and a quantity of household items- tea sets, bowls, plates, 
etc; Fair Plus to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

171. Collection of antique and vintage doll's house furniture and accessories, etc: (Japan) two porcelain dolls, 2.5"/6.5cm; 
(Foreign) porcelain washbasin and toilet; quantity of mirrors and pictures for doll's house; mixed quantity of furniture, 
etc- tinplate bath and bed; Wend-Al / Quiralu Toy Town rocking horse, solid aluminium; wash stand; etc; Poor to Good Plus; 
(qty). 

 £30 - £40 

172. Collection of vintage national costume dolls, many are boxed, including: hard plastic Scottish lad and laddie; Welsh 
lady; Guardsman; etc; Good to Excellent Plus; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

173. Collection of antique, vintage and modern dolls, plus spare parts (suitable for repairs), wigs, etc, includes pair of wax 
shoulder head dolls, modern black Bye-Lo baby doll; etc; Poor to Good; (qty). 

 £10 - £30 

174. Collection of antique, vintage and modern miniature dolls, includes bisque, celluloid, etc; largest 7.5"/19cm and 
smallest 1.25"/3cm; Poor to Good; (qty). 

 £50 - £70 

175. Collection of assorted antique, vintage and modern: antique lady's parasol; doll's furniture; fans; antique beadwork 
evening purse; miniature magnifying glass; small quantity of doll's clothing; doll stands; glass dome; etc; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £20 - £40 

176. Armand Marseille pair of vintage bisque My Dream Baby dolls, German, circa 1926: (1) impressed AM 351 / 4 1/2K, 
weighted blue eyes, open mouth, five piece curved limb body, wearing tulle robe, 19"/48cm; (2) painted bisque, impressed AM 
518 / 6K, fixed blue eyes, open mouth, five piece curved limb composition body, wearing white work dress, 21"/53cm; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

177. Armand Marseille pair of vintage bisque My Dream Baby dolls, German, circa 1926: (1) black painted bisque, 
impressed AM 351 /2 K, open mouth, five piece curved limb composition body, 12"/30cm; (2) impressed 341 /1K, weighted blue 
eyes, closed mouth, five piece composition body, 12"/30cm; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

178. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Melissa, CB 171739, 2018, grey and white plush, 
16"/41cm; (2) Tatum, CB 171771, grey with brown tip plush and black / grey leopard print plush, 13"/33cm; with swing labels, 
Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

179. Charlie Bears Charlie Hug No 6 Plumo bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his 
face is mohair), produced for the year 2014, LE 4000, CB 141485, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey and blonde long pile plush 
and blonde and grey mohair muzzle and inner ears, Mint, ex-shop stock, complete with swing labels, 14"/36cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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180. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Eloise, CB 171789, 2017, golden plush, 14.5"/37cm; 
(2) Sadie panda bear, CB 171763A, 2017, shades of brown and light brown plush, 15"/38cm; Mint, with swing labels, ex-shop 
stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

181. Charlie Bears Brutus brown plush Grizzly teddy bear, CB 131388, 2013-2015, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee, with 
swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 19.5"/58cm. 

 £40 - £50 

182. Charlie Bears Jimbob teddy bear, CB 131354, 2013-2015, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown long pile plush, 
with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £50 

183. Charlie Bears pair of plush monkeys, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Lazlo, CB161656A, grey with darker grey and 
golden tip plush, 9.5"/24cm; (2) Pimky, CB161656B, brown with frosted tip and cinnamon with frosted tip plush, 9.5"/24cm; Mint, 
with swing labels, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

184. Charlie Bears original Ross panda bear, CB 183986, 2008-2012, LE 6000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, 
brown and cream plush, Mint, with tags, ex-shop stock, 21"/53cm. 

 £40 - £60 

185. Charlie Bears pair of plush monkeys, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Cheeky monkey, CB 194578, 2009 - 2012, LE 
2200, the first monkey to be designed for the collection, brown and beige plush, 16"/41cm; (2) Pimky, CB161656B, brown with 
frosted tip and cinnamon with frosted tip plush, 9.5"/24cm; Mint, with swing labels, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

186. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Melissa, CB 171739, 2018, grey and white plush, 
16"/41cm; (2) Alison panda bear, CB171788, 2017, rose red and pale grey plush, 15"/41cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop 
stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

187. Charlie Bears original Slothy Joe teddy bear, CB 083854, co-designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, LE 1900, 2008, 
black and beige long pile plush, part of Wilfy's Wonderful Wildlife Collection, with swing label, Mint, ex-shop stock, 16"/41cm. 

 £40 - £60 

188. Charlie Bears original Diesel teddy bear, CB 093854B, 2009-2011, LE 5500, co-designed by Isabelle Lee and William, 
beige, cream and brown plush, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £60 

189. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Mabel teddy bear, CB 151536, 2015, LE 4150, shades 
of brown, cinnamon and cream plush, 15.5"/40cm; (2) Tatum, CB 171771, grey with brown tip plush and black / grey leopard 
print plush, 13"/33cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

190. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Padmin panda bear, CB124974, 2012-2015, LE 3000, 
beige / grey and brown plush, 17"/43cm; (2) Eloise, CB 171789, 2017, golden plush, 14.5"/37cm; with swing labels, Mint, 
ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £60 
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191. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Buddy teddy bear, CB 614867, LE 3000, 2011-2012, 
dark brown with cream tip plush, 13.5"/34cm; (2) Sadie panda bear, CB 171763A, 2017, shades of brown and light brown plush, 
15"/38cm; Mint, with swing labels, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

192. Charlie Bears, pair of teddy bears, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Scruffy Lump teddy bear, CB 131355, 2013-2016, LE 
6500, brown long pile plush, 12"/31cm; (2) Pimky monkey, CB161656B, brown with frosted tip and cinnamon with frosted tip 
plush, 9.5"/24cm; Mint, with swing labels, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

193. Charlie Bears pair, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Ronnie, CB 083855, first red panda in the range, 2008-2010, LE 
1930, dark brown, cinnamon and white plush, 16"/41cm; (2) Cotton Sox rabbit, CB114762, LE 3000, 2011 - 2012, cream and 
cinnamon with cream and golden tip plush, 10"/25cm; with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

194. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Alanna panda bear, CB 094318, 2009-2012, LE 3000, 
white and brown / white plush, 12.5"/32cm; (2) Eloise, CB 171789, 2017, golden plush, 14.5"/37cm; with swing labels, Mint, 
ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

195. Charlie Bears Savoury Pudding panda bear, CB 625096, 2012 - 2014, LE 3600, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream and 
cinnamon long pile plush, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

196. Charlie Bears Lyra lioness, CB 151577, 2015, LE 5600, designed by Isabelle Lee, golden plush, with swing label, Mint, 
ex-shop stock, 17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £50 

197. Charlie Bears Helen Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part alpaca and part plush- the detail on her face 
and ears is alpaca), CB 131385, LE 3000, 2013-2015, designed by Isabelle Lee, leopard plush, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop 
stock, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £50 

198. Charlie Bears Bearhouse Bears x six, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) & (2) Aruba pink flamingo, BB173080, pink plush, 
23"/58cm; (3) - (5) Java black panther, BB173093, black plush, 12"/30cm; (6) Buckingham teddy bear, BB623010, golden 
plush, 18"/46cm; Mint, with swing labels, ex-shop stock; (6). 

 £40 - £60 

199. Charlie Bears three teddy bears, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Tadam teddy bear, CB171777D, 2018, chocolate brown 
with grey tip plush, 9"/23cm; (2) Dave teddy bear, CB171767C, 2017, dark brown and blonde plush, 8"/20cm; (3) Pimky 
monkey, CB161656B, brown with frosted tip and cinnamon with frosted tip plush, 9.5"/24cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop 
stock; (3). 

 £40 - £60 

200. Charlie Bears Valentino teddy bear, CB 131337, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, 2013-2014, LE 3155, dark long 
pile plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, ex-shop stock, 20"/51cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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201. Charlie Bears pair of puppies, designed by Alison Mills: (1) Best Friend Westie, CB165109, white plush, 11"/28cm; (2) 
Mud Magnet terrier, CB165110, brown and white plush, 11"/28cm; Mint, with swing labels, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

202. Charlie Bears x three: (1) Best Friend Westie puppy dog, CB165109, designed by Alison Mills, white plush, 11"/28cm; 
(2) Tadam teddy bear, CB171777D, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee, chocolate brown with grey tip plush, 9"/23cm; (3) Pimky 
monkey, CB161656B, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown with frosted tip and cinnamon with frosted tip plush, 9.5"/24cm; with 
swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (3). 

 £40 - £60 

203. Charlie Bears Charlie Hug No 6 Plumo bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his 
face is mohair), produced for the year 2014, LE 4000, CB 141485, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey and blonde long pile plush 
and blonde and grey mohair muzzle and inner ears, Mint, ex-shop stock, complete with swing labels, 14"/36cm. 

 £40 - £50 

204. Charlie Bears William III Plumo teddy bear, ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his 
face and ears is mohair), CB 104040C, LE 8/4000, designed by Isabelle Lee, light brown with cinnamon and pale brown tip 
plush, violet mohair muzzle and inner ears, Near Mint to Mint, with tags (slight crease to circular tag), ex-shop stock, 
20"/50.5cm. 

 £40 - £50 

205. Charlie Bears Duncan panda bear, CB625102, 2012-2015, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee, bluey violet and lilac 
plush, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 20"/51cm. 

 £40 - £50 

206. Charlie Bears William V Plumo teddy bear, ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his 
face and ears is mohair), CB124953A, LE 4000, 2012-2013, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown with golden tip plush and beige 
with golden tip mohair, Mint with tags, ex-shop stock, 19.5"/50cm. 

 £40 - £50 

207. Charlie Bears pair of plush teddy bears: (1) Padmin panda bear, CB124974, 2012-2015, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle 
Lee, beige / grey and brown plush, 17"/43cm; (2) Chutchy Face, CB159045S, designed by Heather Lyell, brown / golden / black 
variegated long pile plush, maroon muzzle with blonde spots, 20"/51cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

208. Charlie Bears pair, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Haydn teddy bear, CB194327, 2009-2011, LE 1800, brown plush, 
17"/43cm; (2) Pimky monkey, CB161656B, brown with frosted tip and cinnamon with frosted tip plush, 9.5"/24cm; Mint, with 
swing labels, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

209. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears: (1) Corey, CB 183954, LE 3000, 2008-2012, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown mink 
plush, 16"/41cm; (2) Robbie, CB 104725, 2010-2011, LE 2200, designed by Heather Lyell, golden plush, 13"/33cm; Mint, with 
tags, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

210. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Max, CB 194336, LE 1600, 2009-2011, blonde with 
brown tip plush, 13"/33cm; (2) Daisy, CB 183926, 2008-2012, LE 2100, blonde with darker tip long pile plush, 13"/33cm; both 
with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 
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211. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Joy panda bear, CB 094081A, 2009-2011, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, dark 
brown and light brown mink plush, with swing labels, 11"/28cm; (2) Best Friend Westie dog, CB165109, designed by Alison 
Mills, white plush, 11"/28cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

212. Charlie Bears pair, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Imogen teddy bear, CB 094323, 2009-2011, LE 2500, golden plush 
with cinnamon tip, 13"/33cm; (2) Tracy panda bear, CB 114655, 2011-2013, LE 2700, cream with grey tip and golden with 
blonde and dark brown tip plush, 13"/33cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

213. Charlie Bears pair of panda bears, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Chrissie, CB 194536, 2009-2011, LE 2600, brown and 
cream plush, 14"/35.5cm; (2) Samantha, CB 104692, 2010- 2013, LE 2010, mauve with violet tip and white plush, 12"/30cm; 
with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

214. Charlie Bears Edith teddy bear, CB 151543, 2015-2016, LE 4800, designed by Isabelle Lee, white with dusky pink tip 
plush, with swing label (slight crease to corner), Near Mint to Mint, ex-shop stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 

215. Charlie Bears Bentley teddy bear, CB104632, 2010-2013, LE 1350, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, golden with 
black tip and cream with brown tip mink plush, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 

216. Charlie Bears pair of panda bears, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Yvette, CB114767, 2011-2014, LE 2700, white and 
grey long pile plush, 13"/33cm; (2) Padmin, CB124974, 2012-2015, LE 3000, beige / grey and brown plush, 17"/43cm; with 
swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

217. Charlie Bears pair of panda bears, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Soo Lee, CB 141496, beige and grey plush with 
frosted tip, with swing label, 12"/30cm; (2) Samantha, 2010, CB 104692, mauve with violet tip and white plush, LE 2010, 
12"/30cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

218. Charlie Bears pair of magnet bears, designed by Heather Lyell: (1) Clara teddy bear, CB193747B, 2009-2013, LE 
3000, beige with white tip plush, magnets in her paws and mouth, so she can clasp her hands together, cover her mouth or hold 
hands with other magnet bears, 14"/35.5cm; (2) Heather teddy bear, CB193747C, 2009-2013, LE 3000, light brown with white 
tip plush, magnets in her paws and mouth, so she can clasp her hands together, cover her mouth or hold hands with other 
magnet bears, 14"/35.5cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

219. Charlie Bears Evie teddy bear, CB 094093, 2009-2013, LE 3500, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, golden and 
golden with brown tip plush, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 9"/23cm. 

 £40 - £50 

220. Charlie Bears Naomi panda bear, CB 114735, 2011-2014, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, beige and 
light brown long pile plush, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £50 
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221. Charlie Bears three teddy bears, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Scamp, CB 104691, 2010-2013, LE 1598, golden with 
cinnamon tip plush, 11"/28cm; (2) Niamh, CB 094079A, 2009 - 2012, LE 3500, cream mink plush, 10.5"/26.5cm; (3) Josh, CB 
183931, 2008-2012, LE 2400, beige with brown tip plush, 13"/33cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (3). 

 £40 - £60 

222. Charlie Bears Savannah lion cub, CB 151578, 2015, LE 5600, designed by Isabelle Lee, golden plush, with swing 
label, Mint, ex-shop stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 

223. Charlie Bears pair, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Connie panda bear, CB194560, 2009-2011, LE 2500, black, white 
and white with dark grey tip plush, 15"/38cm; (2) Daisy teddy bear, CB 183926, 2008-2012, LE 2100, blonde with darker tip long 
pile plush, 13"/33cm; with tags, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

224. Charlie Bears pair of magnet bears, designed by Heather Lyell: (1) Clara teddy bear, CB193747B, 2009-2013, LE 
3000, beige with white tip plush, magnets in her paws and mouth, so she can clasp her hands together, cover her mouth or hold 
hands with other magnet bears, 14"/35.5cm; (2) Riley teddy bear, CB110607, 2011-2014, LE 5000, cinnamon plush, magnets in 
his paws and mouth, so he can clasp her hands together, cover his mouth or hold hands with other magnet bears, 13.5"/34cm; 
with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

225. Charlie Bears Candy panda bear, CB 104713, 2010-2013, LE 2858, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, beige plush 
with purple tip and grey plush with black tip, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 16"/40cm. 

 £40 - £50 

226. Charlie Bears, pair designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Corey teddy bear, CB 183954, LE 3000, 2008-2012, brown mink 
plush, 16"/41cm; (2) Jenkins teddy bear, CB 614848, 2011-2014, LE 3000, brown with light brown tipped plush, 14.5"/37cm; 
Mint, with swing labels, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

227. Charlie bears Adam, CB194557, LE 2500, 2009-2012, designed by Isabelle Lee, blonde / brown plush, with swing 
labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 14"/35.5cm. 

 £40 - £60 

228. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Philip teddy bear, CB 114748B, 2011-2014, LE 2400, QVC exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee 
and Charlie, brown patchwork plush, 11"/28cm; (2) Alfie teddy bear, CB094055, 2009-2011, LE 2900, designed by Isabelle Lee 
and Charlie, blonde with dark brown tip curly plush, 15"/38cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

229. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears: (1) Bradley teddy bear, CB 094305, 2009, LE 2100, designed by Isabelle Lee, light 
brown plush with darker brown tip, 15"/38cm; (2) Percival, CB131297, 2013-2015, LE 2000, designed by Heather Lyell, brown 
mink plush, 17"/43cm; Mint, with swing labels, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

230. Charlie Bears Savannah lion cub, CB 151578, 2015, LE 5600, designed by Isabelle Lee, golden plush, with swing 
label, Mint, ex-shop stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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231. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears: (1) Morgan CB 094335, 2009, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 1200, beige with brown 
tip long pile mohair, 15.5"/40cm; (2) Theo, CB094083, 2009-2012, LE 1600, designed by Isabelle Lee, mink plush, 13"/33cm; 
both with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

232. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears: (1) Magic teddy bear, CB 131295, 2013-2015, LE 2000, designed by Heather Lyell, 
leopard plush, 16"/41cm; (2) Geoffrey teddy bear, CB 131384, 2013-2015, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, 
leopard print plush, tag a little faded, 18"/46cm; both with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

233. Charlie Bears original Kojak teddy bear, CB 094087, designed by Isabelle Lee, 2009 - 2012, LE 2600, cinnamon and 
light brown plush, part of Wilfy's Wonderful Wildlife Collection, with swing label, Mint, ex-shop stock, 20"/50.5cm. 

 £40 - £50 

234. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Artemis teddy bear, CB131300, 2013-2015, LE 2000, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, 
beige, white and brown plush, 19"/48cm; (2) Magic teddy bear, CB 131295, 2013-2015, LE 2000, designed by Heather Lyell, 
leopard plush, 16"/41cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

235. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Duffy panda bear, CB 124932, 2012-2014, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown with 
cream tip, dark brown with light brown tip and frosting plush, 19.5"/50cm; (2) Danny teddy bear, CB 194521, 2009-2012, LE 
1600, designed by Isabelle Lee, golden with paler tip plush, 18"/46cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £50 - £70 

236. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Cinders panda bear, CB 104709B, 2010-2013, LE 1462, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, 
golden and brown plush, 14"/36cm; (2) Gracie teddy bear, CB 094061, 2009-2013, LE 1756, designed by Isabelle Lee and 
Charlie, brown plush with frosted tip, 14.5"/37cm; with swing labels, ex-shop stock, Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

237. Charlie Bears Edwin teddy bear, CB131298, 2013-2015, LE 1500, designed by Heather Lyell, cinnamon with black tip, 
with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £50 

238. Charlie Bears Griffin teddy bear, CB 104730, 2010-2013, LE 1680, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, black / black 
with grey tip / black with cinnamon tip plush, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £50 

239. Charlie Bears William III Plumo teddy bear, ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his 
face and ears is mohair), CB 104040C, LE 8/4000, designed by Isabelle Lee, light brown with cinnamon and pale brown tip 
plush, violet mohair muzzle and inner ears, Mint, with tags, ex-shop stock, 20"/50.5cm. 

 £40 - £50 

240. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Melissa teddy bear, CB 171739, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey and white plush, 
16"/41cm; (2) Best Friend Westie puppy dog, CB165109, designed by Alison Mills, white plush, 11"/28cm; with swing labels, 
Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

241. Charlie Bears Chestnut panda bear, CB 625135, 2012-2014, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee, chestnut and brown 
long pile plush, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 20"/50cm. 

 £40 - £60 
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242. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Figaro teddy bear, CB 124976, 2012-2016, LE 2000, designed by Isabelle Lee, light brown and 
beige curly short pile plush, 18.5"/47cm; (2) Magic teddy bear, CB 131295, 2013-2015, LE 2000, designed by Heather Lyell, 
leopard plush, 16"/41cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

243. Charlie Bears Cheeky Charlie's Collection Keyring Linen miniature cream plush teddy bears x six, with swing labels 
and carry bags, Mint, ex-shop stock; (6). 

 £40 - £60 

244. Charlie Bears Linus lion, CB 141473, 2014, LE 9500, designed by Isabelle Lee, golden plush, Mint, ex-shop stock, 
17.5"/44cm. 

 £40 - £60 

245. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Best Friend Westie puppy dog, CB165109, designed by Alison Mills, white plush, 11"/28cm; (2) 
Mitzi kitten, designed by Isabelle Lee, CB 171800B, 2017, white, grey and golden plush, 11.5"/29cm; with swing labels, Mint, 
ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

246. Charlie Bears pair, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Caitlin rabbit, CB 114749, 2011-2012, LE 2700, grey and cream 
plush, 12"/30cm; (2) Clover rabbit, CB131378, 2013-2014, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark green with light green tip, 
with swing label, 12.5"/32cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

247. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Walkies West Highland White terrier dog, CB150005O, designed by Heather Lyell, white plush, 
14"/36cm long; (2) Best Friend Westie puppy dog, CB165109, designed by Alison Mills, white plush, 11"/28cm; with tags, Mint, 
ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

248. Charlie Bears pair of plush dogs: (1) Scottie dog, CB161534O, designed by Heather Lyell, black plush, 15"/38cm long; 
(2) Best Friend Westie puppy dog, CB165109, designed by Alison Mills, white plush, 11"/28cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop 
stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

249. Charlie Bears pair, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Stevie Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and 
part plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), LE 2500, CB 193905D, beige with chestnut tip mink plush and beige 
mohair, 12"/30cm; (2) Emma, CB 183952, 2008-2012, LE 4000, grey mink plush, 11"/28cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop 
stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

250. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Desmond donkey, CB165118, designed by Alison Mills, grey, white and beige plush, 14"/36cm; 
(2) Mitzi kitten, designed by Isabelle Lee, CB 171800B, 2017, white, grey and golden plush, 11.5"/29cm; with swing labels, Mint, 
ex-shop stock; (2).. 

 £40 - £50 

251. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Clover rabbit, CB131378, 2013-2014, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark green with light 
green tip, with swing label, 12.5"/32cm; (2) Magic teddy bear, CB 131295, 2013-2015, LE 2000, designed by Heather Lyell, 
leopard plush, 16"/41cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 
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252. Charlie Bears Tony teddy bear, CB 114828, 2011-2014, LE 2700, designed by Isabelle Lee, shades of brown and 
cream variegated plush, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 18.5"/47cm. 

 £40 - £50 

253. Charlie Bears Brooklyn teddy bear, CB 104731, LE 1608, 2010-2013, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, black with 
frosted tip plush, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £50 

254. Charlie Bears x three: (1) Stevie Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail 
on his face and ears is mohair), LE 2500, CB 193905D, beige with chestnut tip mink plush and beige mohair, 12"/30cm; (2) 
Pimky, CB161656B, brown with frosted tip and cinnamon with frosted tip plush, 9.5"/24cm; (3) Mitzi kitten, designed by Isabelle 
Lee, CB 171800B, 2017, white, grey and golden plush, 11.5"/29cm; Mint, with swing labels, ex-shop stock; (3). 

 £40 - £60 

255. Charlie Bears pair, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Aloysius teddy bear, CB 131311, 2013-2014, LE 2100, designed by 
Isabelle Lee, brown plush, 16"/41cm; (2) Ben panda bear, CB131332A, LE 2000, golden and cinnamon plush, 14.5"/37cm; with 
swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

256. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Geoffrey teddy bear, CB 131384, 2013-2015, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, 
leopard print plush, 18"/46cm; (2) Alfie teddy bear, CB094055, 2009-2011, LE 2900, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, 
blonde with dark brown tip curly plush, 15"/38cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

257. Charlie Bears Lauren panda bear, CB 604765, 2010-2013, LE 1370, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, cream and 
light brown tipped with black long pile plush, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 14"/35.5cm. 

 £40 - £50 

258. Charlie Bears pair, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Tink teddy bear, CB 625147A, 2012 - 2015, LE 3000, cinnamon 
plush, 15"/38cm; (2) Ridley, CB 125001, 2012-2016, LE 2400, brown plush, 16"/41cm, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; 
(2). 

 £40 - £50 

259. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Tommy, CB120003A, 2012-2014, LE 4000, designed by Heather Lyell, brown and light brown 
leopard plush, tag has crease, 15"/38cm; (2) Geoffrey teddy bear, CB 131384, 2013-2015, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee 
and Charlie, leopard print plush, 18"/46cm; both with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

260. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Percival, CB131297, 2013-2015, LE 2000, designed by Heather Lyell, brown mink plush, 
17"/43cm; (2) Ben panda bear, CB131332A, LE 2000, designed by Isabelle Lee, golden and cinnamon plush, 14.5"/37cm; Mint, 
with swing labels, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

261. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears: (1) Charlie 2011 Year Bear, Hug No 3, CB 114757, LE 3000, Plumo bear ("Plumo" 
means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), grey and beige plush and beige 
alpaca, with swing label certificate, 13.5"/34cm; (2) Ben panda bear, CB131332A, LE 2000, golden and cinnamon plush, with 
swing labels, 14.5"/37cm; Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 
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262. Charlie Bears Jimbob teddy bear, CB 131354, 2013-2015, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown long pile plush, 
with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £50 

263. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Ella, CB 194342, 2009-2013, LE 1434, light brown 
peppered with dark brown plush, 14"/36cm; (2) Max, CB 194336, LE 1600, 2009-2011, blonde with brown tip plush, 13"/33cm; 
with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

264. Charlie Bears Trudy teddy bear, CB171775, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey with cinnamon tip long pile plush / 
shades of brown with frosted tip sculpted plush, with swing label, Mint, ex-shop stock, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £50 

265. Charlie Bears pair of plush teddy bears: (1) Ben panda bear, CB131332A, LE 2000, designed by Isabelle Lee, golden 
and cinnamon plush, 14.5"/37cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2) Chutchy Face, CB159045S, designed by Heather 
Lyell, brown / golden / black variegated long pile plush, maroon muzzle with blonde spots, 20"/51cm; with swing labels, Mint, 
ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

266. Charlie Bears pair, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Aloysius teddy bear, CB 131311, 2013-2014, LE 2100, designed by 
Isabelle Lee, brown plush, 16"/41cm; (2) Ben panda bear, CB131332A, LE 2000, golden and cinnamon plush, tag a little 
creased, 14.5"/37cm; with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

267. Charlie Bears pair of plush teddy bears: (1) Susan panda bear, CB161621, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream / brown / 
grey plush, 17"/43cm; (2) Magic teddy bear, CB 131295, 2013-2015, LE 2000, designed by Heather Lyell, leopard plush, 
16"/41cm; Mint, with swing labels, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

268. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears, designed by Heather Lyell: (1) Magic, CB131294, animal print plush, 16"/41cm; (2) 
Muckypup, CB135010, designed by Heather Lyell, animal print plush, 15"/38cm; Mint, with swing labels, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

269. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Scottie dog, CB161534O, designed by Heather Lyell, black plush, 15"/38cm long; (2) Clover 
rabbit, CB131378, 2013-2014, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark green with light green tip, 12.5"/32cm; with swing 
labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

270. Charlie Bears Linus lion, CB 141473, 2014, LE 9500, designed by Isabelle Lee, golden plush, Mint, ex-shop stock, 
17.5"/44cm. 

 £40 - £60 

271. Charlie Bears Leonard teddy bear, CB131372, 2013-2015, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, shades of 
brown plush, Mint, ex-shop stock, 20.5"/52cm. 

 £40 - £60 

272. Charlie Bears Quentin panda bear, CB114811, 2011-2015, LE 2700, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, black and 
white long pile plush, with swing label, Mint, ex-shop stock, 20"/51cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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273. Charlie Bears Blaine teddy bear, CB 131361, 2013-2015, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream with grey tip, with 
swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £50 

274. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears: (1) Patience teddy bear, CB159022S, designed by Heather Lyell, brown, black, 
burgundy cinnamon and white variegated plush, 19"/48cm; (2) Mystery, designed by Heather Lyell, CB 140030A, purple and 
black long pile plush, 18"/46cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

275. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Chucky Egg, CB159030S, designed by Heather Lyell, cream with cinnamon tip plush, 19"/48cm; 
(2) Susan panda bear, CB161621, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream / brown / grey plush, 17"/43cm; with swing labels, Mint, 
ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

276. Charlie Bears William III Plumo teddy bear, ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his 
face and ears is mohair), CB 104040C, LE 8/4000, designed by Isabelle Lee, light brown with cinnamon and pale brown tip 
plush, violet mohair muzzle and inner ears, Mint, with tags, ex-shop stock, 20"/50.5cm. 

 £40 - £60 

277. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Tess teddy bear, CB114791, 2011-2014, LE 2700, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, grey 
with light grey tip plush, 12.5"/32cm; (2) Louise teddy bear, CB 194520, 2009-2011, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee and 
Charlie, beige and cinnamon plush, 14"/36cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

278. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Polly panda bear, CB 194406A, 2009-2013, LE 1848, 
beige and cinnamon plush, 14"/35cm; each with swing labels; (2) Orion, CB 131386, 2013-2015, LE 2400, dark brown / dark 
brown cinnamon tipped plush, 17"/43cm; Mint, with swing labels, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

279. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Trudy teddy bear, CB171775, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey with cinnamon tip long pile 
plush / shades of brown with frosted tip sculpted plush, with swing label, 19"/48cm; (2) Susan panda bear, CB161621, designed 
by Isabelle Lee, cream / brown / grey plush, 17"/43cm; Mint, with swing labels, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

280. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Duffy panda bear, CB 124932, 2012-2014, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown with 
cream tip, dark brown with light brown tip and frosting plush, 19.5"/50cm; (2) Aloysius teddy bear, CB 131311, 2013-2014, LE 
2100, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown plush, 16"/41cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £50 - £70 

281. Charlie Bears Noodle panda bear, CB 625101, 2012-2015, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark brown and 
cinnamon long pile plush, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 20"/51cm. 

 £40 - £50 

282. Charlie Bears Walter, CB 124996, 2012-2015, LE 2700, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, grey plush with 
cinnamon tip, grey bib, complete with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 19.5"/50cm. 

 £40 - £50 

283. Charlie Bears original Diesel teddy bear, CB 093854B, 2009-2011, LE 5500, co-designed by Isabelle Lee and William, 
beige, cream and brown plush, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £60 
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284. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Trevor teddy bear, CB 114819, 2011-2015, LE 2500, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown with 
blonde tip and light brown with cream tip plush, 18"/46cm; (2) Susan panda bear, CB161621, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream / 
brown / grey plush, 17"/43cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, (2). 

 £40 - £50 

285. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears: (1) Patience teddy bear, CB159022S, designed by Heather Lyell, brown, black, 
burgundy cinnamon and white variegated plush, 19"/48cm; (2) Mystery, designed by Heather Lyell, CB 140030A, purple and 
black long pile plush, 18"/46cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

286. Charlie Bears pair, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Stevie Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and 
part plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), LE 2500, CB 193905D, beige with chestnut tip mink plush and beige 
mohair, 12"/30cm; (2) Dibley teddy bear, CB131296, 2013-2015, LE 2900, designed by Heather Lyell, shades of brown plush, 
15"/38cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

287. Charlie Bears Oakley teddy bear, CB 604830, 2010 - 2013, LE 2746, designed by Isabelle Lee, black with frosted tip, 
white, grey and grey with brown tip plush, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; 18"/46cm. 

 £40 - £50 

288. Charlie Bears Manfred panda bear, CB 193986B, LE 3500, 2009 - 2012, (named after Manfred Vickers, from the 1960s 
pop group Manfred Mann), designed by Isabelle Lee, cream and black tipped in auburn orange plush, with swing labels, Mint, 
ex-shop stock, 18.5"/47cm. 

 £40 - £50 

289. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Trudy teddy bear, CB171775, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey with cinnamon tip long pile 
plush / shades of brown with frosted tip sculpted plush, with swing label, 19"/48cm; (2) Aloysius teddy bear, CB 131311, 
2013-2014, LE 2100, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown plush, 16"/41cm; Mint, with swing labels, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

290. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears: (1) Chucky Egg, CB159030S, designed by Heather Lyell, cream with cinnamon tip 
plush, 19"/48cm; (2) Trevor, CB 114819, 2011-2015, LE 2500, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown with blonde tip and light brown 
with cream tip plush, 18"/46cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

291. Charlie Bears Valentino teddy bear, CB 131337, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, 2013-2014, LE 3155, dark long 
pile plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, ex-shop stock, 20"/51cm. 

 £40 - £50 

292. Charlie Bears Naomi panda bear, CB 114735, 2011-2014, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, beige and 
light brown long pile plush, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £50 

293. Charlie Bears Mrs Lovely plush teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, CB 131356, made from randomly placed pieces 
of brown and cream plush, with swing, Mint, ex-shop stock, 20"/51cm. 

 £40 - £60 
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294. Charlie Bears pair, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Reech giraffe, CB161638, brown / white / cinnamon plush, with swing 
label, 15"/38cm; (2) Clover rabbit, CB131378, 2013-2014, LE 3000, dark green with light green tip, with swing label, 
12.5"/32cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

295. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Charlie 2010 Year Bear, Hug No 2, CB 104041, Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is 
part mohair and part plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), beige plush and mohair, with swing label certificates, 
16"/41cm; (2) Charlie 2012 Year Bear, Hug No 4, CB 124921, 2012-2013, LE 6000, Plumo bear ("Plumo" means this bear is 
part mohair and part plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), grey with lighter tip plush and grey mohair, with swing 
label certificate, 16"/41cm; Mint, ex-shop stock, (2). 

 £40 - £50 

296. Charlie Bears Jackie teddy bear, CB 604799, 2010-2013, LE 2240, named after William's mum, designed by Isabelle 
Lee, cream with golden and brown tip plush, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 22"/56cm. 

 £40 - £50 

297. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Charlie 2010 Year Bear, Hug No 2, CB 104041, Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is 
part mohair and part plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), beige plush and mohair, with swing label certificates, 
16"/41cm; (2) Charlie 2014 Year Bear Hug No 6 Plumo bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail 
on his face is mohair), produced for the year 2014, LE 4000, CB 141485, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey and blonde long pile 
plush and blonde and grey mohair muzzle and inner ears, complete with swing label certificates, 14"/36cm; Mint, ex-shop stock, 
(2). 

 £40 - £50 

298. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Charlie 2014 Year Bear Hug No 6 Plumo bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part 
plush- the detail on his face is mohair), produced for the year 2014, LE 4000, CB 141485, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey and 
blonde long pile plush and blonde and grey mohair muzzle and inner ears, complete with swing label certificates, 14"/36cm; (2) 
Charlie 2015 Year Bear, Hug No 7, CB 151519, 2015-2016, LE 4000, grey plush with black and white stripe, with swing label 
certificate, 17"/43cm; Mint, ex-shop stock, (2). 

 £40 - £50 

299. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Charlie 2012 Year Bear, Hug No 4, CB 124921, 2012-2013, LE 6000, Plumo bear ("Plumo" 
means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), grey with lighter tip plush and grey 
mohair, with swing label certificate, 16"/41cm; (2) Charlie 2015 Year Bear, Hug No 7, CB 151519, 2015-2016, LE 4000, grey 
plush with black and white stripe, with swing label certificate, 17"/43cm; Mint, ex-shop stock, (2). 

 £40 - £50 

300. Charlie Bears pair of pandas, designed by Isabelle Lee, 2012: (1) Dilly, CB 124946, beige and light blue plush, 
14"/36cm; (2) Dally, CB 124956, beige, pale violet, grey, pink with apricot tip plush, 13"/33cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop 
stock; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

301. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Molly cuddle bear cub, CB 110310 B, LE 6000, 2011-2014, designed by Heather Lyell, 2011, 
white with black tip plush, wobble jointed, 12"/30cm; (2) Laura teddy bear, CB 104693, 2010-2013, LE 2606, designed by 
Isabelle Lee, white plush with violet tip, 10"/26cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

302. Charlie Bears pair, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Ellie teddy bear, CB194528, 2009-2013, LE 2284, soft golden brown 
plus (some fading to rear), 12"/30cm; (2) Becky teddy bear, CB 104716A, 2010-2013, LE 2014, brown and pale grey plush, with 
swing labels (faded), 12.5"/32cm; with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £50 
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303. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Tom teddy bear, CB 104739, 2010-2013, LE 1703, designed by Isabelle Lee, black plush, 
11.5"/29cm; (2) Niamh teddy bear, CB 094079A, 2009 - 2012, LE 3500, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream mink plush, 
10.5"/26.5cm; Mint, ex-shop stock, (2). 

 £40 - £50 

304. Charlie Bears pair, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie: (1) Trixie panda bear (WITH TAIL), CB 104742, 2010, LE 
1968, dark blue and white plush, 11"/28cm; (2) Aidan teddy bear, CB 104738, 2010-2012, LE 2600, brown with dark brown tip 
plush, 10"/25.5cm; with tags, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

305. Charlie Bears Cindy panda bear, CB 194524, 2009-2012, LE 2200, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream and light brown 
plush, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 11"/28cm. 

 £40 - £50 

306. Charlie Bears original Shades teddy bear, CB 104654, 2010-2013, LE 1923, co-designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, 
black and light brown with golden tip long pile plush, part of Wilfy's Wonderful Wildlife Collection, with swing label, Mint, ex-shop 
stock, 21"/53cm. 

 £40 - £60 

307. Charlie Bears Cheeky monkey, CB 194578, 2009 - 2012, LE 2200, the first monkey to be designed for the collection, 
by Isabelle Lee, brown and beige plush, swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 16"/41cm. 

 £40 - £50 

308. Charlie Bears Bearhouse Bears x six, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) - (6) Flitwick monkey BB 153049, 2015, designed 
by Isabelle Lee, dark brown plush, 20"/51cm; Mint, with swing labels, ex-shop stock; (6). 

 £40 - £60 

309. Charlie Bears Eden teddy bear, CB 625179, 2012-2014, LE 2400, by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, chocolate and mint 
plush with some frosted tipping, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 18.5"/47cm. NB: Inspired by a visit to The Eden Project, 
near to Charlie Bears HQ in Cornwall, the colours on this gorgeous character reminded Charlie of that beautiful day. 

 £40 - £50 

310. Charlie Bears Brunswick teddy bear, CB124991, 2012-2015, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, green 
plush, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, 22.5"/57cm. 

 £40 - £50 

311. Charlie Bears Ben Panda, CB131332A, golden and cinnamon plush Panda, ultra suede sculpted paws, Limited Edition 
of 2000, 14.5"/37cm, Near Mint ex shop stock. 

 £20 - £40 

312. Charlie Bears, Charlie 2012 Year Bear, Hug No.4, CB 124921, Limited Edition of 6000, Plumo Bear designed by 
Isabelle Lee, grey with lighter tip plush and grey inset mohair, face, suedette to pads, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock, 
16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £50 

313. Charlie Bears Shades Original Teddy Bear, CB 104654, co designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, limited edition of 
1923, 2010-2013, black and light brown, long pile plush, part of Wilfy's Wonderful Wildlife Collection, Near Mint to Mint ex shop 
stock, 21"/53cm. 

 £50 - £70 
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314. Charlie Bears pair of Isabelle Lee Pandas, Izzy, CB 104712, dark brown and cream plush, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm; 
Ellie May, CB 183949, 2008-2010, limited edition of 2500, beige and black long pile plush, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock, 
17"/43cm.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

315. Charlie Bears Reech Teddy Bear designed by Isabelle Lee, CB 094096, beige with brown and black frosted tip plush, 
16"/41cm, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock. 

 £30 - £50 

316. Charlie Bears Taylor Panda Bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, black with white frosted tips and cream plush Panda Bear, 
Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £50 

317. Charlie Bears Savoury Pudding Panda Bear, CB 625096, 2012-2014, Limited Edition 3600, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
cream and cinnamon long pile plush, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

318. Charlie Bears Gold Dust Teddy Bear, CB 104715, 2010-2013, Limited Edition of 3000, co designed by Isabelle Lee 
and Charlie, beige with gold long pile tipped plush, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock, 13"/22cm. 

 £40 - £60 

319. Charlie Bears Trevor Teddy Bear, CB 114819, designed by Isabelle Lee, 2011, brown with light and dark brown tipping 
and inset cream plush, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock, 18"/46cm. 

 £40 - £50 

320. Charlie Bears pair of plush Teddy Bears, designed by Heather Lyell; Mystery, CB 140030A, purple and black long pile 
plush, Trapunto sculpted suedette pads, Near Mint to Mint, 18"/46cm; Patience, CB 159022S, multi coloured brown, black, 
burgundy, cinnamon and white long pile plush, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock, 19"/48cm.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

321. Charlie Bears pair of plush Teddy Bears, designed by Heather Lyell; Mystery, CB 140030A, purple and black long pile 
plush, Trapunto sculpted suedette pads, Near Mint to Mint, 18"/46cm; Patience, CB 159022S, multi coloured brown, black, 
burgundy, cinnamon and white long pile plush, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock, 19"/48cm.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

322. Charlie Bears Riley Teddy Bear, CB 110607, 2011 to 2014, Limited Edition of 5000, co designed by Heather Lyell and 
Charlie, golden plush, with magnets inserted within his paws and forehead which gives him poseability, Near Mint, ex shop 
stock 13.5"/34cm. 

 £40 - £50 

323. Charlie Bears pair of Teddy Bears Chuckie Egg CB 159030S, designed by Heather Lyell, cream with cinnamon tipped 
plush fabric, Trapunto sculpted pads, 19"/48cm, Near Mint to Mint; Page by Isabelle Lee, CB 094325, mink with brown tipped 
plush, Trapunto sculpted pads, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock,15"/38cm.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

324. Charlie Bears Brooklin Teddy Bear, CB 104731, Limited Edition of 1608, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, 
2010-2013, black with frosted tip plush, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock,19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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325. Charlie Bears pair of Isabelle Lee Design Teddy Bears; Macey, CB183932 grey with white tipped plush, Near Mint to 
Mint, 12"/30cm; Laura CB104693, white with violet tipped plush, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

326. Charlie Bears Harris Panda Bear, CB194516, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, limited edition of 2318, 
2009-1013, dark grey with frosted tipped and golden with brown tipped plush, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock,12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 

327. Charlie Bears Dave Teddy Bear, CB1767C, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark brown and chocolate plush, Near Mint to 
Mint ex shop stock, 8"/20cm. 

 £30 - £40 

328. Charlie Bears Dave Teddy Bear, CB1767C, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark brown and chocolate plush, Near Mint to 
Mint ex shop stock, 8"/20cm. 

 £30 - £40 

329. Charlie Bears Oakley Teddy Bear, CB604830, designed by Isabelle Lee, limited edition of 2746, 2010-2013, black with 
frosted white tip, white, grey with brown tipped plush, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock, 18"/46cm. 

 £40 - £60 

330. Charlie Bears Oakley Teddy Bear, CB604830, designed by Isabelle Lee, limited edition of 2746, 2010-2013, black with 
frosted white tip, white, grey with brown tipped plush, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock, 18"/46cm. 

 £40 - £60 

331. Charlie Bears Original Diesel Teddy Bear, CB093854B, co-designed by Isabelle Lee and William, 2009-2011, limited 
edition of 5500, beige cream and brown frosted tip plush, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock, 15"/43cm. 

 £50 - £70 

332. Charlie Bears Original Diesel Teddy Bear, CB093854B, co-designed by Isabelle Lee and William, 2009-2011, limited 
edition of 5500, beige cream and brown frosted tip plush, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock, 15"/43cm. 

 £50 - £70 

333. Charlie Bears Eden Teddy Bear, CB625179, designed by Isabelle Lee, 2012, mint with chocolate tipped plush, Near 
Mint to Min ex shop stock t, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £50 

334. Charlie Bears Corbin Teddy Bear, CB104571B, designed by Isabelle Lee, 2010, 2012, limited edition of 1588, dark 
blue plush, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock, 20"/50.5cm. 

 £30 - £40 

335. Charlie Bears Mrs Lovely plush Teddy Bear designed by Isabelle Lee, CB131356 patchwork brown and cream plush, 
Trapunto sculpted pads, creased label otherwise Near Mint ex shop stock, 20"/51cm. 

 £40 - £60 

336. Charlie Bears Mrs Lovely plush Teddy Bear designed by Isabelle Lee, CB131356 patchwork brown and cream plush, 
Trapunto sculpted pads, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock, 20"/51cm. 

 £50 - £70 
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337. Charlie Bears pair of Teddy Bears designed by Heather Lyell, Otto, CB131299, 2013, Tiger plush, Near Mint to Mint, 
20"/41cm; Molly, CB110310B, Cuddle Bear Cub, limited edition of 6000, 2011-2014, white with black tipped plush, wobble 
jointed, minor crease to tag otherwise Near Mint ex shop stock, 12"/30cm.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

338. Charlie Bears pair of Teddy Bears; Otto designed by Heather Lyell, CB131299, Tiger plush, Near Mint to Mint, 
20"/51cm; Laura designed by Isabelle Lee, CB104693, limited edition of 2606, 2010-2013, white with violet tip plush, Near Mint 
to Mint ex shop stock, 10"/26cm.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

339. Charlie Bears pair of Teddy Bears; Otto designed by Heather Lyell, CB131299, Tiger plush, Near Mint to Mint, 
20"/51cm; Laura designed by Isabelle Lee, CB104693, limited edition of 2606, 2010-2013, white with violet tip plush, Near Mint 
to Mint ex shop stock, 10"/26cm.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

340. Charlie Bears William III, Plumo Teddy Bear designed by Isabelle Lee, CB104040C, limited edition of 4000, light brown 
with cinnamon and pale brown tipped plush, violet mohair inset muzzle and inner ears, slight fading to edge of circular card disc 
otherwise Near Mint ex shop stock, 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £40 

341. Charlie Bears Geoffrey Teddy Bear, CB131384 designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, limited edition of 3000, 
2013-2015, snow leopard print plush, minor fading to edges of circular disc tags, otherwise Near Mint ex shop stock, 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £40 

342. Charlie Bears Doc Mouse designed by Allison Mills, CB165117, white and beige variegated plush, Near Mint to Mint ex 
shop stock, 7"/18cm. 

 £20 - £40 

343. Charlie Bears pair of Reech Giraffes designed by Isabelle Lee, CB161638, brown, white and cinnamon plush, Near 
Mint to Mint ex shop stock, 15"/38cm.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

344. Charlie Bears group of plush Animals including Reech Giraffe designed by Isabelle Lee, CB161638, brown, white and 
cinnamon plush, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm; Ronnie, CB083855, original Red Panda designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, 
limited edition of 1930, 2008-2010, dark brown, cinnamon and white plush, Near Mint to Mint, 16"/41cm; Scottie, CB1615340, 
designed by Heather Lyell, black long pile plush, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock, 15"/38cm long.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 

345. Charlie Bears group of Little Organics and Giftware including Marley Mouse Little Organics white plush Mice; Marley; 
Teddy Bear Hot Water Bottle in white velour; Bobbin, CB10JKBBRO chocolate brown knitted, jointed Teddy Bears, slight 
creasing/fading to some tags otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint ex shop stock.  (11) 

 £40 - £60 

346. Charlie Bears Bear House Bears 3 plush animals: Taronga, BB173088 designed by Isabelle Lee plush Koala, Near 
Mint to Mint, 17"/44cm; Tanzi BB173086 designed by Isabelle Lee, black plush Chimpanzee, Near Mint to Mint 17.5"/45cm; 
Hatfield, BB153039A designed by Isabelle Lee, pink plush Hippo, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock, 18"/46.5cm.  (3) 

 £30 - £50 
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347. Charlie Bears Bear House Bears 3 plush animals: Taronga, BB173088 designed by Isabelle Lee plush Koala, Near 
Mint to Mint, 17"/44cm; Tanzi BB173086 designed by Isabelle Lee, black plush Chimpanzee, Near Mint to Mint 17.5"/45cm; 
Hatfield, BB153039A designed by Isabelle Lee, pink plush Hippo, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock, 18"/46.5cm.  (3) 

 £30 - £50 

348. Charlie Bears Bear House group of plush Animals: Taronga BB173088 designed by Isabelle Lee, grey and green plush 
Koala, Near Mint to Mint, 17"/44cm; Hatfield, BB153039A designed by Isabelle Lee pink plush Hippo, Near Mint to Mint, 
17"/44cm; Westminster, BB163069 designed by Isabelle Lee, chocolate brown, tan and cream plush Goat, Near Mint to Mint ex 
shop stock,18.5"/47.5cm.  (3) 

 £30 - £50 

349. Charlie Bears Bear House Bears group of plush Animals: Knole, BB153046A designed by Isabelle Lee, white plush 
Polar Bear, Near Mint to Mint, 18.5"/45cm; Sandringham, BB163068 designed by Isabelle Lee, cinnamon and white plus 
Squirrel, Near Mint to Mint, 19.5"/50cm; Rudd, BB173082 designed by Isabelle Lee, black, white and pink plush Penguin, Near 
Mint to Mint ex shop stock, 18"/46cm.  (3) 

 £30 - £50 

350. Charlie Bears 6 x Socks Christmas Stockings designed by Isabelle Lee: Reindeer brown, CB151607, limited edition of 
3000, brown plush Teddy Bear seated within a tan plus Christmas stocking, Near Mint to Mint; Tree green CB151605, cream 
plush Teddy Bear seated within green Christmas stocking, limited edition to 3000 pieces, Near Mint to Mint; Berry red, 
CB1251604, limited to 3000 pieces, white plush Teddy Bear seated within burgundy stocking, Near Mint to Mint; Christmas Eve 
blue, CB151606, limited edition of 3000 pieces, grey plush bear seated in navy Christmas stocking, all Near Mint to Mint ex 
shop stock, ex shop stock 13" high - 33.5cm.  (6) 

 £30 - £50 

351. Charlie Bears Frankie's Bunny, Rabbit from the movie Three and Out, beige plush Rabbit, with integrally dressed cloth 
clothing, wired ears, Excellent Plus to Near Mint ex shop stock, 21"/54cm.  (3) 

 £30 - £40 

352. Charlie Bears 4 plush Glove Puppets designed by Isabelle Lee: Ruff Labrador Puppy, CB151606, black plush, 
18"/46cm; Neil Bear, CB151600, cinnamon and beige plush Teddy Bear, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock, 18"/46cm.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

353. Charlie Bears pair of Spindle Rocking Chairs, painted white wood rocking chair, Charlie Bears logo to back of chairs, in 
original boxes, Excellent Plus to Near Mint ex shop stock, 19"/49cm high.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

354. Charlie Bears Conrad, CB124912, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream with caramel tipped plush Teddy Bear from the 
Charlie Bears Show Special Range only available from selected retailers who visited the Charlie Bear stand at trade shows in 
2012, limited in production to 700, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock, 31"/79cm. 

 £100 - £200 

355. Boyds The Wonderful Wizard of Oz Set #567933, 4-piece plush Teddy Bear Set comprising Dorothy, Scarecrow, The 
Tin Man and the Cowardly Lion, still sealed in packaging, Near Mint to Min ex shop stock t. 

 £40 - £60 

356. Boyds Nativity 8-piece plush set #567957, Teddy Bear Nativity Set including Mary, Joseph, Baby Jesus, Camel, 
Sheep, Angel, wooden Nativity Crib and Bassinette, contents are unopened and unused, Near Mint to Mint in Excellent slightly 
scuffed pictorial box within outer trade carton ex shop stock. 

 £30 - £40 
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357. Boyds Official Vintage Edition Coca Cola Bear group: Vintage Edition Polar Bear #919970, ice white plush Polar Bear, 
fully jointed, limited edition of 5000 un-numbered foot label, within cardboard illustrated box, 16"/41cm high Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint in outer trade carton; plus 2 Coca Cola Polar Bear and Penguin figurines #519953, Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock.  
(3) 

 £20 - £30 

358. Boyds quantity of resin figurines including Natalie Nuttinfitts... Fashion Frustrations #228481, Bubaray... Sunny Days 
#02005-71, Doctor Stuff-n-Stitch with Helpers... Good As New #337820; Daddy & Ally... Playful Past-times #228511; Bobbi Jo... 
Country Blessings #228515; Chilly & Willie... Frosty Friends #228512; Starla Angel Hope... Guiding Light #27321; plus 
Christmas Editions Carol, Nicholas and Noel... We Wish you a Merry Christmas #27616; Poor Ol - Santa and the not quite 
ready Reindeer #228459; S.C. Beary Gifts #257019, Near Mint to Mint within Near Mint to Mint original boxes ex shop stock.  
(16) 

 £40 - £50 

359. Boyds collection of resin figurines: including Billy Bob #229760; Fast Merle #229758; Dozer #229756; Dwanyne and 
Wayne #229757; Jeb & Friend #229759; Murray #229759, Harry... On The Job #4108; Tom, Dick & Harry #229761; Amos 
#229763; Wilber #22970; Cletus #229767, all unopened-unused, some duplicates in Near Mint to Mint within Near Mint to Mint 
original boxes, ex shop stock.  (44) 

 £40 - £60 

360. Boyds quantity of Giftware and Christmas items including Boyds Bears and Hares Pottery Mugs; Enos #4178 ceramic 
sign, Pleasantville Figurines For You... #370421; Our First Adventure #370420; Time to Pray #370424 Its Nuzzle Time 
#370425; On Top of the World #370422 Boyds Christmas Ho Ho Ho gift bags plus Boyds at home Christmas Garland all in 
unopened unused condition, some duplicates, Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint original outer packaging, ex shop 
stock.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

361. Boyds plush Bears and Animals including Friends of Boyds Membership Specials including Bee-Happy celebrating 10 
years of F.O.Bees I Love Chocolate membership pack Yeti A.Bominable #304020 white plush Yeti Teddy Bear; Issameltin 
#904364 white plush Snowbear; Snowy Crystal Frost - 904454; Athena #903223 plus quantity of Christmas Bears and Animals, 
all Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock.  (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

362. Boyds Nativity 8-piece set #567957 Push Teddy Bear Nativity Set comprising Mary, Joseph and Baby Jesus, Camel, 
Sheep, Angel, wooden Nativity Crib and bassinette, in unopened-unused condition Near Mint to Mint within Excellent to 
Excellent Plus outer box, ex shop stock. 

 £30 - £40 

363. Boyds quantity of Boyds Bear Furniture including Andrew's sailing away bench; Robin's wooden bird house bench; 
Book board bench, Abercrombie's Sled, Ice-Cream Parlour Set, Libby's Ladybug Stool, Mrs Beasley's garden bench Wabbits 
garden fence plus other furniture items, all Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus unopened-unused in original 
packaging, ex shop stock.  (15) 

 £40 - £50 

364. Boyds Bears quantity of Furniture and accessories including green cast iron table and chair set, Lucky's cast iron and 
wooden bench, Baileys Barely Warm Igloo, Veggie Patch twin rocking settee, Victorian garden set and set of 3 Iced Berry 
Christmas Baskets, all unopened - unused, Near Mint to Mint within original Good to Excellent outer packaging ex shop stock.  
(qty) 

 £30 - £40 
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365. Russ - Bonnie Lynn quantity of Giftware items including Ginger in the kitchen figurines and Ginger Christmas Gift 
Baskets, Mug gift set, sectioned Gingerbread Candy Dish, Gingerbread Cookie Cutter; Measuring Set, Taper Candles, plus 
quantity of Ice Sculptures resin winter Snowman figurines, all unopened-unused (some duplicates), Near Mint to Mint in 
Excellent to Excellent Plus original packaging ex shop stock.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

366. Russ quantity of Teddy Bears and plush items including Santa, Snow Bear, Bride Wedding Bears, Bonnie Lynn 
exclusively designed for Russ Snowman Bags, Scarves, Headbands, Hats & Ear Muffs, all unused, some duplicates, in 
Excellent Plus to Near Mint condition ex shop stock.  (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

367. Russ quantity of Sonja’s Closet Giftware items including Flower Vase, Money Bank, Trinket Box, plus box of accessory 
pins, all unused-unopened, some duplicates, Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus outer packaging, ex shop stock.   
(qty) 

 £30 - £40 

368. Steiff Assortment Book 1947 to 2003 by Gunther Pfeiffer, unopened, Mint within Excellent Plus to Near Mint original 
outer packaging, ex shop stock. 

 £30 - £40 

369. Steiff Assortment Book 1892 to 1943 by Gunther Pfeiffer, unopened, Mint within Excellent Plus original outer trade 
packaging, ex shop stock. 

 £40 - £50 

370. Steiff Musical Teddy Bear "Teddy Bears Picnic" UK & Ireland Exclusive, white tag 662607, limited edition of 2000, 
golden mohair Musical Teddy Bear playing Teddy Bears Picnic, Near Mint to Mint, complete with certificate and embroidered 
Steiff bag, within original outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 12"/31cm. 

 £40 - £60 

371. Steiff Lladro Saxophone Player Teddy Bear, white tag 677656, limited edition of 1000, grey alpaca bear with musical 
mechanism playing The Pink Panther theme by Henry Mancini, Mint with certificate within Near Mint to Mint original box within 
outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 10.75"/76cm. 

 £60 - £80 

372. Steiff Anushka Teddy Bear, white tag 034800, limited edition of 1500, 2013, Mulberry with black tipped alpaca Teddy 
Bear wearing brocade velvet ribbon, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint original box within outer trade carton, ex shop 
stock, 13"/33.5 cm. 

 £40 - £60 

373. Steiff Nutcracker Teddy Bear, white tag 037269, limited edition of 3000, 2008, white mohair Teddy Bear dressed in 
Nutcracker costume, screw action nutcracker within the bears chest (when the nut is placed in the nutcracker, turn the bears 
head to the right and the nut is cracked), certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex 
shop stock, 11.5"/29cm. 

 £60 - £80 

374. Steiff Wizard of Oz Wicked Witch of the West Teddy Bear, white tag 682407, limited edition of 1939 pieces, 2013, 
green mohair Teddy Bear dressed in black which is costume from the film musical Wizard of Oz, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in 
Excellent to Excellent Plus box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 11.5"/29cm. 

 £120 - £140 
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375. Steiff Beatrix Potter Tommy Brock Badger, white tag 662478, limited edition 1500, exclusive to UK and Ireland, 2008, 
swing certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within original outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 13"/33cm. 

 £80 - £120 

376. Steiff Record Teddy Auction Highlights Display Case, 027444, yellow painted wood display case with perspex frontage, 
unused, 14"/36cm high x 54.5"/62.5cm length x 5"/13cm deep, Near Mint to Mint within Excellent original outer trade carton, ex 
shop stock. 

 £40 - £50 

377. Steiff Florentine Teddy Bear Ornament, white tag 034695, limited edition of 2000, 2013, grey mohair teddy bear 
wearing Swarovski elements and feathers, swing label, certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Near Mint to Mint original box within 
outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 4"/10cm. 

 £30 - £40 

378. Steiff Rupert the Bear Ornament, white tag 653537, white mohair Rupert the Bear Teddy Bear seated on wooden sled, 
limited edition 1500, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint original box within outer trade carton, ex shop 
stock,3"/7cm. 

 £40 - £50 

379. Steiff Beatrix Potter Johnny Town Mouse, white tag 663024, limited edition of 1500, exclusive to UK and Ireland, 2008, 
grey alpaca mouse, swing certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Near Mint to Mint original box within outer trade carton, ex shop 
stock, 4.75"/12cm. 

 £60 - £80 

380. Steiff Winnie the Pooh Piglet, white tag 354878, limited edition of 2000, 2013, rose mohair piglet, swing label, Near 
Mint to Mint within Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 5"/13cm. 

 £30 - £40 

381. Steiff Jack in the Box Santa Teddy Bear, white tag 038419, limited edition of 1500, 2007, brown alpaca teddy bear 
wearing Santa costume, within wooden Jack in the Box box, Near Mint to Mint, certificate, in card protector in original Near Mint 
to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 9"/23cm. 

 £50 - £70 

382. Steiff Bobsleigh Set, white tag 672484, limited edition of 1500, 2007, honey and milk coffee mohair teddy bears 
wearing blue jerseys with Steiff 1 printed on them, seated in wooden bobsleigh, part of the Olympic Sport Series, certificate, 
Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 4"/10.5cm. 

 £50 - £70 

383. Steiff Lladro Ornament Bear, white tag 677649, limited edition of 1000, 2013, navy alpaca teddy bear wearing porcelain 
crown, swing certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Excellent, glassine case has yellowing, otherwise Excellent within outer trade 
carton, ex shop stock, 4.5"/11cm. 

 £30 - £40 

384. Steiff Rabbit in a Basket, white tag 038532, limited edition 1500, 2009, white and beige alpaca rabbit seated in green 
felt basket, certificate, Near Mint to Mint minor tear to opening of box otherwise Excellent within outer trade carton, ex shop 
stock, 3"/8cm. 

 £20 - £30 

385. Steiff Panda Ornament, white tag 037313, limited edition of 3000, 2008, black and white alpaca panda holding felt 
bamboo, certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 4"/10cm. 

 £30 - £50 
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386. Steiff Teddy Bear Drummer Boy, white tag 038839, limited edition of 2000, 2008, cream mohair teddy bear dressed as 
Drummer Boy, Christmas Ornament, certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex 
shop stock, 4"/10cm. 

 £20 - £40 

387. Steiff Teddy Bear Christal white, white tag 036316, limited edition of 3000, white mohair teddy bear with Swarovski 
Crystal around her neck with metal handing key chain attachment, certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Near Mint to Mint box 
within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 4"/11cm. 

 £30 - £40 

388. Steiff Teddy Bear Christal black, white tag 036323, limited edition 3000, 2009, black mohair teddy bear wearing 
Swarovski Crystals ornament with key chain hanging attachment, certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Near Mint to Mint box 
within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 4"/11cm. 

 £30 - £50 

389. Steiff Lladro Ornament Teddy Bear 2009, white tag 677069, limited edition 3000, pale green mohair teddy bear holding 
porcelain star, swing certificate, Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 11"/28cm. 

 £40 - £50 

390. Steiff Teddy Bear Christal pink, white tag 036330, limited edition 3000, 2009, bright pink mohair teddy bear wearing 
Swarovski Crystals adornments, with metal key chain attachment, certificate, Mint within Near Mint to Mint box within outer 
trade carton, ex shop stock, 4"/11cm. 

 £40 - £60 

391. Steiff Wizard of Oz Toto (Dorothy's Dog), white tag 682261, limited edition of 1939, 2012, brown tipped mohair Terrier 
Dog seated within wicker basket from the Wizard of Oz feature film, certificate, Mint within Near Mint to Mint box within outer 
trade carton, ex shop stock, 4"/11cm. 

 £140 - £160 

392. Steiff Wizard of Oz Musical Dorothy, white tag 681998, limited edition 1939, 2011, cream mohair teddy bear wearing 
blue and white gingham dress with the Wizard of Oz in red diamante applied to foot pad, key wind musical box plays 
Somewhere Over the Rainbow, certificate, Mint within Near Mint to Mint box and outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 11.5"/29cm. 

 £140 - £200 

393. Steiff Mini Colour Splash Teddy Bears, white tag 038310, limited edition of 2006, 6 mohair teddy bears in blue, green, 
white, yellow, orange and red, 3 of which are holding genuine paint tubes plus a paintbrush attached to a wooden artist palette, 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Near Mint to Mint within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 3.5"/9cm. 

 £80 - £100 

394. Steiff Matchbox Teddy Bear group of 4, UK and Ireland exclusive, March yellow tag 662867, April yellow tag 662881, 
May yellow tag 662898, November yellow tag 662829, chest tags, Near Mint to Mint within Near Mint to Mint matchboxes within 
outer trade cartons, ex shop stock, 3"/8cm.  (4) 

 £30 - £50 

395. Steiff Smoker Shepherd Bear with Lamb, white tag 037153, limited edition of 3000, 2008, beige mohair jointed teddy 
bear with smoking function, (by removing the head and placing an incense cone inside a metal holder and lighting), wearing 
woollen cloak and hat, accompanied by white alpaca lamb on wooden base, certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Near Mint to 
Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 9"/24cm. 

 £60 - £80 
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396. Steiff Rupert the Bear Edward Trunk Classic, white tag 653575, limited edition of 1500 exclusive to UK and Ireland, 
grey mohair Elephant, certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 
11"/28cm. 

 £60 - £80 

397. Steiff Rupert the Bear Bill Badger Classic, white tag 653636, limited edition of 15000 exclusive to UK and Ireland, white 
and black mohair Badger, certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 
11"/28cm. 

 £60 - £80 

398. Steiff Classic Rupert the Bear, white tag 653568, limited edition of 3000, exclusive to the UK and Ireland, white alpaca 
teddy bear, certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 11"/28cm. 

 £80 - £100 

399. Steiff Rupert the Bear Algy Classic, white tag 653582, limited edition of 1500 exclusive to the UK and Ireland, light 
brown alpaca Pug Dog, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 
12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £60 

400. Steiff Musical Jerusalem Teddy Bear, white tag 663017, limited edition of 2000 exclusive to UK and Ireland, cream 
mohair teddy bear embroidered with English roses with key wind musical mechanism white plays Jerusalem, certificate, Near 
Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £60 

401. Steiff Teddy Bear Moon Ted, white tag 036491, limited edition of 15000, dark brown and cream alpaca large realistic 
bear, chest tag, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint Excellent box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 
23.5"/60cm. 

 £50 - £70 

402. Steiff Joseph Classic Teddy Bear, white tag 037238, limited edition of 2008, ecru mohair teddy bear fitted with an 
interactive battery operated music box, which allows the playing of German and English language songs from the musical 
Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dream Coat, wearing silk multi coloured jacket, batteries included but untested, 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Near Mint to Mint within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £60 - £80 

403. Steiff the Snowman (from the Raymond Briggs Book), white tag 664557, limited edition of 1500 exclusive to the UK 
and Ireland, white mohair Snowman, with swing label, certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Near Mint to Mint box within outer 
trade carton, ex shop stock, 10"/25cm. 

 £40 - £60 

404. Steiff Teddy Bear Signature, white tag 037245, limited edition of 2008, third in the Billboard Range, teddy bear made 
from finest Maco satin patterned with a subtle green print showing hand drawn Steiff bears and animals as sketched by Paul 
Steiff, these drawings have been used to adorn the packaging for various Steiff products, certificate, Near Mint to Mint within 
Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £60 

405. Steiff Sweep (Harry Corbett's Sooty Show) Ornament, white tag 664458, limited edition of 2000, 2013, grey and black 
mohair Dog, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 4.75"/12cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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406. Steiff Soo Panda (from Harry Corbett's Sooty Show), white tag 664106, limited edition of 2000 exclusive to the UK and 
Ireland, black and white mohair Panda wearing printed pink cotton pinafore, certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Near Mint to 
Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £80 - £100 

407. Steiff Sooty (Harry Corbett's Sooty Show), white tag 663932, limited edition of 2000, apricot and mohair Teddy Bear 
with black mohair ears, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £80 - £100 

408. Steiff Snowman, white tag 036101, limited edition of 1500 pieces, 2009, white alpaca snowman wearing tartan scarf 
and hat, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 8"/21cm. 

 £30 - £50 

409. Steiff Zoo Animal Set 2007, white tag 038963, comprising mohair Monkey, Tiger, Crocodile, Rhino and Zebra, 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, average length of animal 7"/18cm, ex shop 
stock. 

 £60 - £80 

410. Steiff Winnie the Pooh, white tag 354908, limited edition of 3000, blonde mohair Teddy Bear, wearing red felt jacket, 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint within outer trade carton, ex shop stock,10.25"/26cm. 

 £40 - £60 

411. Steiff Rupert the Bear Classic Podgy Pig, white tag 653629, limited edition of 1500 pieces exclusive to UK and Ireland, 
pink mohair Pig dressed in tweed suit, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop 
stock, 12.25"/31cm. 

 £60 - £80 

412. Steiff Classic 1910 Replica Teddy Bear, white tag 036125, limited edition of 1910 pieces, light blonde mohair Teddy 
Bear, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 11"/28cm. 

 £40 - £60 

413. Steiff Bamboo Panda, white tag 036187, limited edition of 1500, black and white alpaca Panda Bear, Near Mint to Mint 
in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 10.25"/26cm. 

 £40 - £60 

414. Steiff UK Exclusive Phantom of the Opera Teddy, white tag 037184, limited edition of 2000, beige mohair Teddy Bear 
wearing black velvet cape, white mask, felt hat, with integral voice activated music box which understands both German and 
English, playing 1 of 7 tunes from the Phantom of the Opera Musical, certificate, batteries included but untested, Near Mint to 
Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 12"/31cm. 

 £70 - £90 

415. Steiff Sigi the Hedgehog, white tag 037092, limited edition of 2008, mohair tipped Hedgehog with internal musical 
movement plays "Muss I Den...", certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop 
stock, 8"/20cm. 

 £30 - £50 

416. Steiff Matou Eskimo with Polar Bear, white tag 036019, limited edition of 1500, light brown mohair Teddy Bear wearing 
Eskimo costume, accompanied by white alpaca Polar Bear Cub, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within 
outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 10"/26cm. 

 £60 - £80 
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417. Steiff Musical Christmas Teddy Bear 2011, white tag 035968, limited edition of 2011, white mohair Teddy Bear wearing 
red velvet cloak and muff, with key wind musical mechanism which plays Winter Wonderland, certificate, Near Mint to Mint 
within Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 10.75"/27cm. 

 £40 - £60 

418. Steiff Renny Reindeer, white tag 035791, limited edition 1500, warm white and grey alpaca Reindeer, certificate, Near 
Mint to Mint in Near Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 12.5"/25cm. 

 £40 - £60 

419. Steiff Pepe Teddy Bear, white tag 036880, limited edition of 2011, silver grey sparse mohair Teddy Bear, certificate, 
Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £60 

420. Steiff Alexander Bear, white tag 034978, limited edition of 1500, mottled brown mohair Teddy, holding a red Parrot to 
his left arm, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 13.5"/34cm. 

 £40 - £60 

421. Steiff The Three Wise Bears, white tag 038372, 3 beige alpaca bears based on the Three Wise Monkeys including See 
No Evil, Hear No Evil and Speak No Evil, seated on wooden base, certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Near Mint to Mint box 
within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 4.75"/17cm. 

 £40 - £60 

422. Steiff Panda, white tag 038538, limited edition of 2008, black and white alpaca Panda, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to 
Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 10"/26cm. 

 £40 - £60 

423. Steiff Teddy Clown, white tag 037528, limited edition of 2006 pieces, white and blue mohair Clown wearing white felt 
hat adorned with red pom-poms, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 
15"/38cm. 

 £50 - £70 

424. Steiff Moon Ted, white tag 662423, limited edition of 2000, dark brown and cream alpaca Bear, certificate, Near Mint to 
Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 16"/40cm. 

 £70 - £90 

425. Steiff Musical Teddy Bear "Teddy Bears Picnic", white tag 662607, limited edition of 2000 exclusive to the UK and 
Ireland, golden mohair musical teddy bear with key wind mechanism, certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Near Mint to Mint 
embroidered bag within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 12"/31cm. 

 £40 - £60 

426. Steiff Musical Phantom of the Opera Bear, white tag 662164, limited edition of 3000 pieces exclusive to the UK and 
Ireland, white mohair Teddy Bear with inset mohair black mask face, wearing black velvet cape, with key wind musical 
mechanism which plays Andrew Lloyd Webber's The Music of the Night, released to celebrate 200 years of the Phantom of the 
Opera Musical in 2006, certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Near Mint to Mint embroidered drawstring bag, within outer trade 
carton, ex shop stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £80 - £100 

427. Steiff Red Panda Ted, white tag 663253, limited edition of 2000, reddish brown alpaca Bear, certificate, Near Mint to 
Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 14"/36cm. 

 £50 - £70 
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428. Steiff Knut Masterpiece Polar Bear, white tag 036996, limited edition of 3000, white alpaca Polar Bear with double neck 
joint system, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £60 

429. Steiff Teddy Bear Matrioschka Set, white tag 038198, limited edition of 750, comprising 3 mohair Teddy Bears all who 
have their own Russian Doll Shell, the largest bear wears a lucky charm around his neck which is a Matrioschka Pendant, all 3 
bears wear a white consecutively numbered ear tag and a gold plated button in ear, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to 
Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 3.25"/8cm to 12"/31cm.  (3) 

 £140 - £180 

430. Steiff St. Nicholas Musical Teddy Bear, white tag 037122, limited edition of 2008, antique gold mohair teddy bear 
wearing traditional St. Nicholas costume comprising red velvet cape adorned with gilt embroidered border over a white cotton 
shift, holding a gold coloured Bishops Staff, windup musical mechanism playing "Adeste Fideles", certificate, Near Mint to Mint 
in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 11"/28cm. 

 £60 - £80 

431. Steiff Camel on Wheels 1908 Replica, white tag 400438, limited edition of 1000, brown mohair Camel wearing felt 
embroidered saddle on metal spoke wheels, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint within outer trade carton, ex shop 
stock, 19.75"/50cm. 

 £240 - £280 

432. Steiff Grizzle Bear, white tag 036361, limited edition 1000 pieces, caramel with white frost tipping mohair, Grizzle Bear 
standing on all fours, jointed head, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock 
21 1/2"/55cm. 

 £80 - £100 

433. Steiff group of 5 Cuddle Blankets, Baby Blankets in Super Soft plush with Steiff embroidered logo in cream and 
caramel, pink and cream and blue and cream, all unopened - unused in original sealed packaging, ex shop stock, 31" x 39" 
(80cm x 100cm).  (5) 

 £40 - £50 

434. Steiff group of 4 Crazy Rabbits, yellow tag soft plush Rabbits, blue (080593), purple (080579), green (080562) all 
unopened - unused in original clear perspex packaging, Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus packaging, ex shop 
stock, 8"/21cm.  (4) 

 £30 - £50 

435. Steiff collection of branded items including white round neck T-shirts (sizes M-X to XL), black Polo T-shirts (sizes S to 
XL), Steiff Shopping Bag EAN601286, kits collection Caps (beige and black), Teddy Pendant with Necklace in original box and 
Steiff Keyrings, all Near Mint to Mint in unused-unopened condition in original packaging, ex shop stock. (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

436. Steiff Rolly Drolly Pool Wagon, white tag 037634, limited edition of 1500, comprising mohair Clown Bear plus mohair 
Teddy Baby standing on wooden Pull Cart when pulled the teddy bears move on the wooden plates, certificate, Near Mint to 
Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock. 

 £80 - £100 

437. Steiff Classic Panda, white tag 036484, limited edition of 1500, black and white alpaca Panda Teddy Bear (the Largest 
Panda Bear that Steiff have produced), certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop 
stock, 24"/60cm. 

 £80 - £100 
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438. Steiff Teddy Bear with Hot Water Bottle 1908 Replica, white tag 408014, limited edition of 1908, light brown mohair 
teddy bear with internal hot water bottle, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop 
stock, 22.75"/58cm. 

 £80 - £100 

439. Steiff Grizzly Ted, white tag 036507, limited edition of 1500, long pile crimped caramel mohair teddy bear with 
airbrushed features, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 24"/60cm. 

 £80 - £100 

440. Steiff Polar Bear, white tag 0365414, limited edition of 1500 pieces, white alpaca Polar Bear from the Beloved Ted 
Series, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint box within outer trade carton, ex shop stock, 26"/65cm. 

 £200 - £240 

441. H.M. Bears artist designed realistic Bear Cub designed by Iris & Chesney, black with frosted tip plush realistic bear, 
mohair inset muzzle with open mouth revealing set of replica bear teeth and polymer clay hand sculptured tongue, black 
varnished nose, brown and black glass eyes seated in plastic rim, double neck joint enabling bears head to look upwards, 
polymer clay sculpted claws on standing legs, minor scratches and wear to claws otherwise Excellent condition, swing 
certificate, ex shop stock, 16" high x 36" in length (41cm x 92cm) 

 £60 - £80 

442. Merrythought Country Display Rabbit, brown and black plastic eyes, grey flocked nose, whiskers with integrally wired 
ears, integrally dressed short pile velvet body wearing brown boots topped with black felt wearing tweed country jacket, lining of 
jacket is shedding, fading to boots and felt tops, minor foxing to parts of integral body, self standing display rabbit, swing label 
(creased and faded), Good to Good Plus, ex shop stock, 46"/117cm. 

 £40 - £60 

443. Group of Shop Display Stands including Mumbo Jumbo Toys Trudi Puppet Stand comprising pine puppet stand on 
wooden plinth, unused/unopened; Trudi Sweet Collection wooden display shelf unit unused; Boyds Bears large wire metal 
display unit to hold Bears and Hares, unused; 3-metal wire postcard - card holders for attaching to the wall, all Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint, ex shop stock.  (6) 

 £40 - £60 

444. Conradi Creations, "Brinkley" artist Teddy Bear by Karin Conradi, OOAK, chocolate brown tipped mohair traditional 
teddy bear, black glass eyes, brown stitched nose, velvet pads, swing certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 19"/49cm. 

 £50 - £70 

445. Conradi Creations "Bosley", artist Teddy Bear designed by Karin Conradi, OOAK, caramel long pile mohair traditional 
teddy bear, black glass eyes, tan stitched nose, caramel velvet pads, swing certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 22"/56.5cm. 

 £60 - £80 

446. Conradi Creations "Button", artist Teddy Bear by Karin Conradi, OOAK, rust long pile mohair traditional teddy bear, 
black glass eyes, rust stitched nose, velvet pads, swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 17"/44cm. 

 £40 - £60 

447. Conradi Creations "Howard Crump", artist Teddy Bear designed by Karin Conradi, OOAK, white curly mohair traditional 
teddy bear, black glass eyes, black stitched and waxed nose, wool felt pads, swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 
17.5"/44.5cm. 

 £40 - £60 
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448. Conradi Creations, artist Teddy Bear "Beasley Caldicott", artist teddy bear by Karin Conradi, OOAK, black with silver 
frosted tip traditional mohair teddy bear, black glass eyes, black wax nose, black wool felt pads, swing certificate, hand writing 
on swing certificate has faded otherwise Excellent to Excellent Plus, 20"/52cm. 

 £50 - £70 

449. Conradi Creations artist Teddy Bear by Karin Conradi OOAK, brown with black tip mohair traditional teddy bear, black 
glass eyes, black stitched nose, suedette pads, missing swing label otherwise Excellent to Excellent Plus, 24"/61.5cm. 

 £50 - £70 

450. Pogmear Bears "Melwyn" artist Teddy Bear by Jacqueline Wright, pale straw colour viscose teddy bear, black glass 
eyes, black stitched nose, brushed cloth pads, wearing brown and white gingham dungarees, swing certificate, Excellent Plus 
to Near Mint, 11"/29cm. 

 £40 - £60 

451. Tonni Bears, "Chocolo", artist Teddy Bear by Marjan Gorritsma (Netherlands), beige tipped brown traditional mohair 
teddy bear, black glass eyes, black stitched nose, velvet pads, wearing brown leather bell collar, swing certificate, Excellent 
Plus to Near Mint, 14 1/2"/37cm. 

 £40 - £60 

452. Tonni Bears, "Tager", artist Teddy Bear by Marjan Gorritsma, brown semi sparse traditional mohair teddy bear, black 
glass eyes, black stitched nose, brown wool felt pads, swing certificate, Excellent Plus, to Near Mint, 13.5/35cm. 

 £40 - £60 

453. Tonni Bears "Grey", artist Teddy Bear by Marjan Gorritsma, grey and black on cream backing bi-coloured mohair 
traditional teddy bear, black glass eyes, black stitched nose, beige wool felt pads, swing certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 
15.5"/40cm. 

 £40 - £60 

454. Top-n-Tail Teddy Bears, artist teddy bear by Maria Collins, apricot sparse curly aged mohair teddy bear, black glass 
eyes, brown stitched and waxed nose, cream ultra suede pads, with aged colouring, wearing a string of pearls, missing swing 
certificate otherwise Excellent to Excellent Plus, 18"/46.5cm. 

 £30 - £50 

455. Bears of Grace, "Poor Ol - Mr. Saggy", artist Teddy Bear by Jo Vernalls, beige sparse mohair teddy bear from the Out 
of the Attic Bar Collection, plastic eyes, black stitched nose, black leather pads, loose jointed and over stitched aged and saggy 
teddy bear, swing certificates, swing tag is detached but present otherwise Excellent to Excellent Plus, 17"/44cm. 

 £30 - £50 

456. D-Lyell Bears, "Spike" artist Hedgehog by Heather Lyell and Roy Watkins, brown with black Hedgehog spiked mohair, 
black glass eyes, black glass nose, inset beige sparse mohair tummy, hedgehog is able to roll into a ball by pressing your finger 
into the recess in his tummy, part of the Heathers Friends D-Lyell original collection, certificate, accompanied by display 
sunflower, Near Mint to Mint with instructions, within Excellent to Excellent Plus original box, 4"/11cm. 

 £30 - £50 
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457. Pair of Artist mohair Teddy Bears; Springer Bears, "Berkley" Artist Teddy Bear, OOAK, cream and pale cinnamon 
mohair traditional teddy bear, black glass eyes, brown stitched nose, brown ultra suede pads, wearing metal bell, swing 
certificate, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 14"/36cm; K.M. Bears, "Eliot" Artist Teddy Bear by Karren Morris, bent limbed teddy 
bear, beige mohair, black glass eyes, black stitched nose, ultra suede pads, swing certificate, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 
12"/31cm.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

458. Charlie Bears "En Gard" Puss in Boots Cat, No.SJ5648, limited edition of 350, brown tip and cream alpaca cat from the 
Fairytale Collection designed by Isabelle Lee, dressed in brown suedette cape and hat adorned with feathers, leather boots, 
belt with sword, swing certificates, envelope certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint within Excellent to Excellent Plus original 
box, 11"/29cm. 

 £260 - £360 

459. R John Wright "Fiona" rare artist proof realistic Bear, limited edition of 300, number as notated on certificate AP#2 (this 
indicates an artist proof), beige alpaca Bear Cub, blue and black glass eyes, seated on brown felt discs, moulded realistic nose 
very (minor scratch to top of moulded nose), felt applied pads with realistic claws, fully jointed, button, swing tag and certificate, 
Excellent to Excellent Plus, certificate in card envelope (minor creasing to edge of envelope), R John Wright wool felt bag, 
19"/49cm. Please note this is a matching edition to Lot 460. NB Artists proofs are designed for every R John Wright edition, 
they do not differ from standard production pieces but are hand picked and marked on the certificate and tag as artist proof 
(AP-1 through to AP-5). One artist proof is always retained in the R. John Wright archives and only 4 are ever made available to 
the general public and due to their rarity these are highly sought after. 

 £300 - £500 

460. R John Wright "Duncan" Artist designed rare artist proof realistic Bear Cub, limited edition of 300, as notated on 
certificate AP#2, black alpaca bear cub with black glass eyes seated on brown felt discs, moulded realistic nose (very minor 
scratch to top of moulded nose), airbrushed features, felt applied pads with realistic claws, fully jointed, button, swing tag and 
certificate within card envelope (envelope slightly creased), with R John Wright brown wool felt, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 
19"/48cm. Please note this is a matching limited edition to Lot 459. NB Artists proofs are designed for every R John Wright 
edition, they do not differ from standard production pieces but are hand picked and marked on the certificate and tag as artist 
proof (AP-1 through to AP-5). One artist proof is always retained in the R. John Wright archives and only 4 are ever made 
available to the general public and due to their rarity these are highly sought after. 

 £300 - £500 

461. R John Wright, Bear Captain from the "Bears at Sea Collection", Artist designed Teddy Bear, limited edition of 250, 
grey alpaca realistic bear, black glass eyes, realistic moulded nose, felt applied pads with realistic claws, fully jointed, wearing 
blue wool felt naval uniform and cap,  swing tag, certificate in card envelope (envelope has minor creasing), Excellent to 
Excellent Plus with cream hessian R John Wright bag, bag has slight discolouration to outer, 19"/49cm. NB this lot has 
matching limited edition No.149 to Lots 462, 463 and 464. 

 £200 - £300 

462. R John Wright "Bear Boson" from the Bears at Sea Collection, Artist designed Teddy Bear, limited edition of 250, 
caramel alpaca realistic bear, brown and black glass eyes, seated on brown felt discs, moulded realistic nose, felt applied pads 
with realistic claws, fully jointed wearing pale blue and navy Naval uniform and matching hat, swing tag, certificate in card 
envelope, Excellent to Excellent Plus, accompanied by R John Wright hessian bag (slight  discolouration to bottom outer of 
bag), 19"/48cm. NB this lot has matching limited edition No.149 matches to Lot 461, 463 and 464. 

 £200 - £300 
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463. R John Wright "Bear Admiral", from the Bears at Sea Collection, Artist designed Teddy Bear, limited edition of 250, 
winter white alpaca realistic bear, blue and black glass eyes, seated on brown felt discs, moulded realistic nose, applied felt 
pads with realistic claws, fully jointed wearing pure wool Naval uniform and hat, swing tag, certificate in card envelope, hat has 
dust particles residue otherwise Excellent to Excellent Plus, accompanied by R John Wright hessian bag, bag has slight 
discoloration to outer, 19"/48cm. NB this lot has a matching limited edition No.149 to Lots 461, 462 and 464. 

 £200 - £300 

464. R John Wright "Pirate King" Artist designed Teddy Bear from the Bears at Sea Collection, limited edition of 250, black 
alpaca bear, fully jointed, blue glass eyes, moulded nose, applied felt pads with resin claws, wearing a fully lined brocade and 
silk waistcoat with detailed felt Great Coat, across one shoulder he sports a leather Baldrick Belt studded with brass RJW 
buttons, custom printed scarf and authentic pirates hat made from top grain leather, swing certificate in card envelope, slight 
dust particle residue to outer coat otherwise Excellent to Excellent Plus, accompanied by RJW hessian bag, bag has slight 
discolouration to outer, 23"/49cm. NB this a matching limited edition No.149 to Lots 461, 462 and 463. 

 £200 - £300 

465. Deans Rag Book (Paddywack) Artist showcase limited edition Bear, designed by Jill Baxter (Something's Brewin), 
brown and gold mohair Teddy Bear, limited edition of 100, black glass eyes, black stitched nose, ultra suede pads, swing tag 
and certificate, Deans Medallion to neck, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 28"/71cm. 

 £70 - £90 

466. Steiff Paddington Bear, white tag 664632, limited edition of 2000 exclusive to the UK and Ireland, celebrating the 
release of the 2014 Paddington Bear Film, chocolate brown mohair Paddington with inset muzzle wearing blue wool felt duffle 
coat and red hat carrying PB Case, please look after this bear label, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus 
box, 12"/28cm. 

 £100 - £140 

467. Limited Edition mohair Teddy Bears group of 3; Hermann original Teddy Bears (Timothy) exclusive designed by Karrin 
Schuler, cream with brown tipped semi sparse mohair teddy bear, swing certificates, certificate has slight creasing otherwise 
Excellent to Excellent Plus, 13"/33.5cm; Steiner "Henning" designed by Antja Zahl, golden matted mohair teddy bear, Steiner 
button, swing certificate, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 5"/30cm; Canterbury Bears, golden mohair Teddy Bear, with mohair 
special limited edition Teddy Bear, swing certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 16"/41cm.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 

468. Gund and other collectable Teddy Bears including: Gund Bartons Creek Collection Emma (82003), limited edition of 
6000, beige plush teddy bear designed by Rosaline Frischmann, jointed teddy bear wearing cream broderie anglaise dress and 
cream ribbon, swing certificate Excellent, 13"/34cm; Gund beige mohair limited edition of 500 traditional jointed Teddy Bear 
minus swing tags otherwise Excellent, 21"/54cm; Marks & Spencer Connoisseur from the Bear Collection, swing certificate, 
beige plush Teddy Bear and Gund Huxley, Excellent to Excellent Plus.  (4) 

 £30 - £50 

469. Mel and Steff (Australia) group of 5 Artist Golly Dolls made exclusively for Charlie Bears Limited in the UK, cotton cloth 
artist Golly Dolls with hand stitched features dressed in grey dungarees, denim dungarees, flowered dress with cotton apron, 
patchwork dress with cotton pinafore and brown cotton dungarees, all are Excellent Plus to Near Mint with Mel and Steff swing 
tags and handmade card, height 18"/46cm.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 
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470. D-Lyell Bears pair of Artist Sparkle Jingle Gollys by Heather Lyell (Australia) black plush Golly with applied long plush 
hair, black plastic eyes, fully jointed with wired hands, wearing red velvet dress over white lace knickerbockers, leatherette 
shoes, wearing pearl necklace and bracelet holding bunch of roses with internal jingle mechanism, wearing red velvet dress 
over white lace knickerbockers, leatherette shoes, minor dust particles otherwise Excellent, 15"/37cm; black plush Golly with 
applied long pile black hair, black plastic eyes, fully jointed with wired hands, wearing red and blue silk 2-piece suit and 
sequined waistcoat, leatherette boots, minor dust particles otherwise Excellent, 14"/36cm.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

471. Mel and Steff (Australia) Artist designed Rag Dolls, exclusively distributed in the UK by Charlie Bears, group of 3 cloth 
Rag Dolls wearing printed cotton dresses, missing swing tags otherwise Excellent, 14"/46cm.  (3) 

 £20 - £40 

472. Farnell Alpha Toys Vintage wool plush Musical Cat, white plush, blue and black cats eyes seated on felt diamonds, 
apricot stitched nose, horse hair whiskers, jointed at head, with key-wind musical mechanism (tune indiscernible) - a Farnell 
Alpha Toy made in England blue stitched white label to base, wear overall areas of balding to body, rubs to face, Good to Good 
Plus, 12"/31cm. 

 £30 - £50 

473. Farnell Alpha Toys Vintage wool plush Musical Cat, white wool plush, green and black glass eyes, apricot stitched 
nose, jointed at head, internal musical key wind mechanism, balding and wear overall, small hole to left paw exposing internal 
wire, Good to Good Plus, 13”/35cm. 

 £30 - £50 

474. Farnell Alpha Toys Vintage wool plush Musical Cat, long pile white alpaca plush, blue and black eyes, apricot stitched 
nose, man-made whiskers, jointed head, with internal key-wind musical mechanism, Farnell Alpha Toys red and blue label 
applied to base, minor wear to external limbs otherwise Excellent condition, 12"/31cm. 

 £40 - £60 

475. Farnell Alpha Toys Vintage wool plush Musical Cat, black mohair short pile cat with longer plush tail, yellow and black 
glass eyes, red stitched nose, horse hair whiskers, jointed head, with internal musical key wind mechanism, "A Farnell Alpha 
Toys Made in England" blue and white label stitched to base, fading to tops of ears, split under left arm exposing excelsior, tail 
has faded otherwise Good Plus, 12"/32cm. 

 £40 - £60 

476. Harrods of London Vintage Art silk/rayon Musical Cat, white art silk-rayon cat, yellow and black glass eyes, apricot 
stitched nose, horse hair whiskers, jointed in seated position, internal key wind musical mechanism with push stop & go lever, 
(Harrods Limited London) blue and white stitched label to base, (possibly produced by Farnell for Harrods), wear and rubbing 
overall, minor points of staining, Good Plus, 11.5"/29.5cm. 

 £30 - £50 

477. Farnell Alpha Toys Vintage art silk-rayon Lady Kitty Musical Cat, white art silk-rayon cat, blue and black glass eyes, 
apricot stitched nose, horsehair whiskers, unjointed, wearing blue wool felt long coat, adorned with red feather, internal key 
wind musical mechanism, "Farnell's Alpha Toys Made in England" blue and white stitched label attached to base, areas of 
staining and wear but minor fading to coat otherwise Good Plus, 13"/33.5cm. 

 £40 - £60 

478. Schuco "Tricky" Yes/No Vintage Teddy Bear, German, 1950's, clear glass eyes with black pupil, black vertically 
stitched nose, rose blonde mohair, black claw stitching, tail operated Yes/No mechanism, minor holes to paw pads and split to 
feet, overall mohair coverage is Excellent, 16.5"/42.5cm. 

 £100 - £140 
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479. "Billie" Vintage German Teddy Bear, 1940's to 50's, rust long pile mohair, replacement brown and black plastic eyes, 
black vertically stitched nose with red stitched tongue, stitched on inset mohair muzzle, black claws, fully jointed, arms are 
integrally wired, beige wool felt pads, card lined feet, Billie is inscribed in pen on left foot pad, minor areas of wear and small 
holes to pads, wear and balding to head otherwise Good Plus, 12 1/2"/32.5cm. 

 £40 - £60 

480. Chiltern (HG Stone) Hugmee, circa 1950's Vintage Teddy Bear, blonde with black guard hair mohair, amber and black 
glass eyes, black plastic dog nose, black claw stitching, velveteen pads, (card lined feet), fully jointed, inoperative press 
squeaker, areas of balding and wear overall, minor loose mohair in areas, would benefit from cleaning, 20"/51cm. 

 £40 - £60 

481. Pair of Vintage British Teddy Bears: (1) Chiltern type Teddy Bear circa 1930's, clear glass eyes with black pupil, black 
vertically stitched hook nose, cloth pads, remains of black claw stitching, fully jointed, foot pads are holed, areas of wear, 
balding and shedding overall, moth damage, Fair to Good; (2) British blonde mohair Teddy Bear, missing eyes, black vertically 
stitched nose, remains of felt pads, fully jointed, felt to paw pads is threadbare, wear overall, ingrained dust, Fair, both bears 
would benefit from cleaning, 2 1/2"/57cm.  (2) 

 £30 - £50 

482. Vintage Teddy Bears pair (1) Berg golden mohair Teddy Bear, green plastic Berg button to chest, amber and black 
glass eyes, black vertically stitched nose, recovered felt pads, wearing red suede Lederhosen, wear overall, some mohair is 
shedding; (2) German golden mohair Teddy Bear circa 1940's, brown painted back glass eyes, black stitched nose, recovered 
felt pads, overall wear, pads are threadbare, Poor, 19.5"/50cm, both bears would benefit from cleaning and have moth damage.  
(2) 

 £40 - £60 

483. Group of 5 Vintage German Teddy Bears, 3 Hermann type Teddy Bears and a Art Silk Carnival Bear, all have 
considerable wear, shedding and would benefit from cleaning, have moth damage, smallest 16"/41cm, 2 largest 26"/66cm.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

484. Norbeary Bears Marks NeglecTeds artist Teddy Bear, designed by Ralph and Gloria Norbeary, cream mohair with 
black tip, black glass eyes, brown vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, dressed in cotton 2-piece bathing outfit with matching 
hat, with aged detailing to bear and clothes, would benefit from cleaning, has moth damage, Poor, 20"/51cm. 

 £20 - £30 

485. Deans Rag Book Columbus Teddy Bear, beige semi-sparse mohair, amber and black plastic eyes, shaven muzzle, 
with vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, suedette pads, with swing label and chest certificate wearing brown jersey scarf, 
swing tag is creased, foxing spots on paw pads otherwise Excellent, 34"/86cm. 

 £30 - £40 

486. Steiff Teddy Bear with Hot Water Bottle, 1908 Replica, white tag 408041, limited edition of 1908, light brown mohair 
teddy bear, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus original box, (minor discoloration and scuffing to box), 22.75"/58cm. 

 £70 - £90 

487. Mohair fabric suitable for small and miniature Teddy Bear making. Pile length from 3mm to 10mm in various colours, 
plus leopard print viscose and over half a metre of art silk-crushed velvet, pieces have been cut into, small in size (fabric has 
slight cigarette odour) otherwise Excellent.  (qty) 

 £30 - £50 
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488. Mohair fabric suitable for small to medium Teddy Bear making, various finishes including matted, sparse, semi sparse, 
straight pile, in pile lengths from 6 to 16", in smaller pieces some have been cut into (slight cigarette odour) otherwise Excellent.  
(qty) 

 £40 - £60 

489. Mohair and alpaca fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making, various colours and finishes including straight pile, tipped 
pile, curly pile, in some uncut larger pieces (slight cigarette odour) otherwise Excellent.  (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

490. Luxury Fur Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making, quantity of dense and long pile manmade fur fabric mainly on none 
woven backing (Tisavelle type) in various lengths and finishes, some pieces having been cut into (slight cigarette odour) but 
otherwise Excellent.  (qty) 

 £20 - £40 

491. Fur Fabric large quantity suitable for Teddy Bear and soft toy making, several large pieces of manmade plush fur in 
various colours and finishes, some have been used, (slight cigarette odour) otherwise Excellent.  (qty) 

 £20 - £40 

492. Craft Materials, large quantity of craft materials suitable for craft making and quilting including fleece fabric, Georgette, 
cotton, printed cotton and quilting quarters in various sizes (slight cigarette odour) otherwise Excellent.  (qty) 

 £10 - £20 

493. Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Including velvet, craft felt, suedette, kid leather, double sided suedette and ultra 
suede (Alcantara) ideal for Teddy Bears paw pads or restoration in various colours and sizes (slight cigarette odour) otherwise 
Excellent.  (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

494. Teddy Bear making supplies and accessories including key wind musical mechanisms, squeakers, glass beads, joints 
suitable for smaller bears (not checked for completeness), Yes/No mechanism, glass and plastic eyes suitable for smaller 
bears, scissors and fabric dyes, 1.25 kilos of polyester filling, small amount of excelsior, plus small bag of needle felting wool 
(slight cigarette odour).  (qty) 

 £20 - £40 

495. Teddy Bear and Dolls Clothes and accessories quantity of Dolls Clothes including Angelina's Fairytales Outfits in 
unopened packets, Victorian dress, hats, wigs, ribbons with medallions, plus small quantity of dolls house miniatures, (slight 
cigarette odour) otherwise Good Plus to Near Mint.  (qty) 

 £10 - £20 

496. Teddy Bears Books and Bear Making Manuals: including highly desirable editions "Constructing Teddy and his 
Friends", "Teddy Bear Art" by Jennifer Lang; "101 Bears to Make" by Nancy Tillberg; "How to Make Enchanting Miniature Teddy 
Bears" by Debbie Kesling; "Teddy Bears with a Past" by Nancy Tillberg plus Japanese Toy Making Books, other bear making 
and reference books, (slight cigarette odour), Fair to Good. 

 £20 - £30 

497. Teddy Bear and Animal Patterns and Magazines. Large quantity of teddy bear patterns and animal patterns (some are 
cut others unused), 2 Teddy Bear Kits, Astrid Bears and Pam Holten Designs, (unchecked for completeness), quantity of Teddy 
Bear Scene and Teddy Bear Club International Magazines, some including patterns (slight cigarette odour), otherwise Good.  
(qty) 

 £20 - £30 
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498. Fabric suitable for Mini Bear Making including Cashmere, Long Pile Velvets (some sassy type). Some have been 
partially used (slight cigarette odour) otherwise Good Plus.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

499. Artist Teddy Bears quantity of partially made up to complete Teddy Bears including 2 cream mohair on black and white 
backing teddy bears, cream and brown long pile mohair teddy bear plus several others in various stages, not checked for 
completeness (slight cigarette odour).  (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

500. Bo-Bear Designs "Shortcake", artist design Teddy Bear by Stacey Lee Terry, limited edition of 100, blonde spare 
mohair bear, black boot button eyes, suede pads, with swing certificate, certificate has remains of price label, otherwise 
Excellent, 10"/26cm. 

 £30 - £50 
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Conditions of Sale
The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be 
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25%).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE Purchasers will be charged a total 
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable which
will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.

If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods can only
be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been made. We reserve
the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as possible, 
allowing for other bids. Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be decided by
the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification relates
to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of any item. It must
be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be regarded as opinion only, and
cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such faults
does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free of faults. 
Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in the event that an
item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this is proven to the 
Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days of the sale in the 
condition it was sold.

Telephone Bidding
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for telephone
bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any missed calls
due to human or technical errors.

Bank Transfer
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder
House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton on Tees. TS18 3EX

Sort Code: 40-51-62  
Account: 42076703  
IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703  
Bank Swift code: HANDGB22 
Account Name: Vectis Auctions Ltd 



Conditions of Sale (Continued)

Estimates
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity, 
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a 
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

Reserves
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a reserve on
a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the placed reserve or
£10 whichever is greater.  The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed
with Vectis Auctions beforehand.  This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

Late Withdrawals
(a) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top and
bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(b) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the midpoint
between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

Payment of proceeds of auction
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the right to
withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment.  If the buyer fails to make payment within the calendar
month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable in respect of the
amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each lot
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each lot might realise

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.
The website address is: www.vectis.co.uk  e-mail address is: admin@vectis.co.uk
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